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FOREWORD
"Listen to me, General!" is in essence the best kind of advice an informed insider can give to
his elitist controllers, manipulators, agents of the government behind Government and not the
4

least - Generals and military leaders, who all have sold their souls to the Elite for a guaranteed
paycheque at the end of the month, in order to execute the heinous schemes of the ruthless
"few."
It is noted with sadness that the information media of today has been so perfectly sewn up
through ownership control, so as to render it completely paralyzed when it comes to the
reporting of facts the public should know of for her own safety. The pattern is the same: while
there may be many in the news industry desirous of bringing to public attention the more
unbelievable sounding bits of information, and this with a sense of responsibility to the people
they serve, it is ultimately fear of losing job and income which keeps them silent and
therefore ineffective in the execution of their job.
This series is directed primarily to elitist insiders, who are sworn to uphold in secrecy
all issues these books are talking about. This does not mean that its contents are not meant
for general public consumption - to the contrary! We believe widespread public awareness is
highly desirable.
The contents of this book will not fall into anyone's hand of elitist extraction who is
not familiar with the two names of this book's authors.
THE EDITOR

INTRODUCTION TO THE LAYOUT WITH ST. GERMAIN
Sunday, 29th May 1994

1:46 pm
5

Greetings, Seila. We have a lot of catching up to do, par se. By this we mean the elevated
response due to the coordinating of these writings, or even "scriptures," as termed in the correct
sense must go forward now at an accelerated rate.
Our text to date has been somewhat ambiguous, and here we do refer to the first writing of
Conspiracy Corrupt Unfolded. And now, of course, we do, and with all due respect to those
non- participants who are somewhat deluded and somewhat unappreciative of our contexts - or
if you would like to put it as contextures, you may - they will, of course, be again made subject
to these untarnished truth forms. I introduce myself for those who are unaccustomed with these
writings, as with the other writings we have transposed: I am known by many as St. Germain,
or Lord Germain to those of my students. I do hereby greet you. And now Seila, let us
proceed.

CHAPTER ONE
ASTROPHYSICS UNFOUNDED IN ALL ITS BEAUTY
Astrophysics indeed! Is that not a beautiful First (Chapter)? Well, we do seem to think so.
There is so much conjecture around astrophysics that it does do something to elude the mind. It
really does seem to bypass all conscious ability to recognize these statements of inequity, these
statements which are so wound up in that never ending web as to elude even the most
proficient reader and adept student. Here we do wish to help you, not so much interpret what
astrophysics really is and what it does contain, but rather, without any qualms, we wish to
enhance the direction of understanding. We intend at this point to start at the elementary
stages, for there has been so much misconjecture wound up with scientific facts, that it is
almost impossible to define between the two, or, if you like, define the residence of the two; for
never the twain shall meet. This is an open fact which many of you will come to recognize in
due time, as being, could we put it, a Diamond in all its Brilliant Universal Essence.

The standard routine elected by the majority, and here we speak of the Professors in the
Universities, those ones which for all their talent and creativeness, for all their wanting of the
truth, have nevertheless neglected to find the essence of spiritual meaning. For each, whether
6

it be physics, chemistry - whatever pleases you - does have a spiritual essence and
therefore if the spiritual essence has eluded, as it has the thousands, then you are in no
wise going to come up with the truth - at least not a version in its truest sense of a truth
that works - or as you could put it - a working truth. This is elementary to say the least.
However, as we continue, you will begin to see how the factor of the interdimensional rift
through both astrophysics in conjuncture with its main offshoots are the equivalent of today's
readiness of programmable archetypes. A little difficult? Well, our intention is to keep these
writings in their simplest form as possible. However, there are those inexpediable times when
even simplicity of language eludes even us. My apologies.

ASTRODYNAMICS AND ALL ITS COUNTERPARTS
Given the precedence for the underlying chapter, we do here allude to those specifics as are
propelled forth in interdimensional study. This is, of course, kept well away from the public eye.
We do know, however, that in intriplicate form, the substantiated effort of those few minions will
haphazardly require the benefit of our intelligence in order to successfully succeed.
Their writings, in all of their peculiarities, do hinder somewhat their progress by their
misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the term and the essence of Astrodynamics. Here
again, we allude to the fact that inscriptions of the sort, which portray themselves ofttimes in
their drawings, are known, and will be exposed herein by the Brethrenhood, and here we do say
Brethrenhood, for we are not Ones who hide our face - not any longer - for the good of the
One sometimes outweighs the good of the many. This is a thought worth meditating upon,
we feel.
Take a brief time to yourself now, Seila. We do thank you. Record this time as being 3:20
pm.

Sunday, 29th May 1994

6:45 pm

Aerodynamics is a secular term, meaning to have the transitional right to set highpressured substances into the forefront of space, as we know it. This is really a miscalculated
guess as to the true meanings or meaning of aerodynamics. In truth, aerodynamics is the
substitute force for all of Creation to work in conjuncture and in the continuum of the
elevated Spectrum. The justice done here to this rather antiquated dictionary meaning, or
rather put, antiquated form of translation (thank you, Seila) has as its necktie left out the most
important astrophysics pertaining to the complex solution, of course, of all time. In conjuncture
with the essence of this report, we hereby limit ourselves to a narrow spectrum at this time, in
7

regards to explanation. We will concur further down the line and in these writings, to be sure.
Enough is said for the moment. Germain signing off. (6:53 pm).
If you think Aerodynamics are of a difficult procedure, then let me assure you that as yet,
Astrodynamics have them well beat. Only in summary of the contextual design need we
illuminate the source of equating factors, such as 7th set in the diatram of the 5th to the 3rd set
sequence. Troublesome? We have yet to start. Selah.
The rudimentary elements pertaining to a factor equated with the 14th SAT of equatorial
dimension are to be known by their offshoot partitioners in the complex factor's state of being.
Of course the sum total of the disfigurement of the Epochs are to be figured into the 12th to the
4th power, into eternal conjecture of state (of being).

ONE MORE QUIRK
Dysfunctional terminology, as well as functionality, is ill equipped to handle the massive
reproductive level. Therefore, you decide to equate FLORENTINE with a massive stroke
(cause of being). But hear our apologies, for this is rather connected with one of your other
department's more proliferant solutions for the "benefit" and "health" of mankind.

A LETTER TO THE ELITE
We, of the Lighted Brotherhood, have for some time become highly intolerant of your
criminal activities - even to the point where we do find it expedient to expose each and
every one of you and your selected so-called "secret" departments (of being).
Connected with myself are others of a like mind, whose intentions are of a like nature. Not
the least of these, being of a kindred spirit, so to put it, one recognized by definition as well as
circumstance: and that one is HATONN. Remember him? He played an intrical part in both the
tearing down and piecing together of the WATERGATE SCANDAL. Really! You, who were so
deeply involved, should be well ashamed of yourselves! After all, it was your lack of integrity
which landed each of you in the "hot seat". (Or would the terminology "landed you in deep
trouble" be a little easier to swallow?)

We, of the Brotherhood, had taken upon ourselves to amend the essence of the
Constitutional Factor of the once Glorious United States of America.
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If we seem to have gotten off the beaten track for the last ten minutes, then we again
apologize, if that would incline you to feeling a little more acclimatized or "better", as you might
like to put it. We try our utmost to make these writings somewhat of an interesting nature for the
"common man" as well as the "educated." Here we do offer no interpretation of disrespect, as
we refer to man as "common." Remember, language has its barriers, and your language is no
exception to us. Some things or terms you must just take with a "grain of salt."
In spite of these ill-maintained increments of behavioral factors, it does not take away from
the fact that one day shortly the ties that bind the hands of all mankind, will, with what, be
freed of lace and shackle. Here we introduce to you a Hatonn exclusive. That will be Chapter
Two.
Break for tonight, little one. Record the time as being 8:35 pm. Thank you for your alertness
in the element of consciousness. You really are starting to get the "hang of it." We bid you
adieu. GERMAIN.

CHAPTER TWO
AN HATONN EXCLUSIVE
Tuesday, 30th May 1994

12:48pm

Hatonn speaks. Welcome to my part of the world, Seila. I am looking forward to working
with you on this project. It entails complete concentration on my words, and in this regard the
simplicity of my statements will not merit such thorough examination in comparison to
Germain's. If you are ready to begin, then I will proceed at this time. Hatonn signing in.
This brief interlude is set to instruct the interested reader in the political concerns of
"punchback" rotary, which in its formatted design is meant to carry the same format exclusive
as the Notre Dame in its exquisiteness. We intend on making this in simpler terms for the
normal person's understanding, without running them into a deadlock.

The Quantum Department, stationed in Oregon and run out of Washington, has within
its gridwork the possibility of inserting or implementing another Department within a
9

department. Therefore, their intentions are to place, rather, remove from D.C. the
Interstellar Department and place it within the confines of the Quantum Department in
Oregon.
Selah. Break for five, Seila. You are doing very well. Hatonn. 1:03 pm. Sorry, Seila, we
must continue after all with no break, as I have to leave shortly. I would like to take a little time
to explain to our readers, for those who do not know me, exactly who I am, and just what
exactly I do, or perform, to the best of my ability.
HATONN REVEALS HIMSELF
My name is HATONN, as you would know by now, and I am an interdimensional Walk-In.
By the term "Walk-In" I simply mean that I work physically in two different dimensions. Here on
the Earth all the while interjecting truth into those who would hear, and in my own dimension,
where I am well suited to the task of "Ironbreaker", which in its verbal interpretation simply
stands for a Walk-In with a job to do which he or she will get done.
Seila, my apologies. I have a short conference to attend. If it be suitable to your schedule I
would be happy to resume at 4:06 pm approximately. Faithfully yours, Hatonn. Please record
each time sequence for these writings. Selah. (1:14 pm).
3:59 pm

HATONN: Little Seila, it was a rather lengthy meeting. Not what I've been accustomed to
lately, or "as of late." (I enjoy to play with words at times, also.)
Our next 3rd-dimensional context or formula will indeed pique the minds of even the most
intense thinkers. This Hatonn Exclusive will not bring on the admiration of those so involved,
but rather will serve to send them on a wild goose chase in anticipation of recapturing their own
secretly thought-out domain with all its rather abstract departments. Let us resume in an
opaque fashion. Hatonn. New heading please, Seila.

THE INTERDIMENSIONAL RAT RACE FORMULA
Hieroglyphics is simple in its application and contextual form in relation to the heavy-fisted
right arm of the Sub Naval Department of the "United States of America." Well, so may it be
one with the Adolf Hitler Regime, WHICH ONE, IN ALL ITS GLORY OF THE DAY, DID NOT IN
ALL ITS ESSENCE COME CLOSE TO HOLDING A CANDLE TO THE CONSPIRATORS OF
TODAY WITH THEIR ELABORATE SCHEMES AS FOUND INDEXED AMONG THE SPECIAL
FILED CONCERN IN THE APEX DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE.
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These "do-gooders" for the Naval Department have all but sold their own souls as well as
the very souls of their friends and family, in order to keep certain data clear without hindrances
of known-about territory.
Sound formidable? Speculate no longer. Try this on for size! The equational format in
Astrophysics adds up to PI R2 to the power of the 16th SAT. Remedially, it is equated
with the intelligence of the Naval Department working with the power of the 16 out of 21
"new" departments in Washington, and what do you have but a conglomeration of
abstractedness. Remember, all these departments have been cut down from 43 - all due of
course to the extravaganza in "cut spending". They are like the sharks in the ocean, except
those oceanic fish are less harmful to the survival of Homo Sapien civilization.

IN WASHINGTON
Today I walked the long corridor with Senator Bernstein, or at least, he did at one time run
for Senator and lost, but that does by no means keep men like him out of service. If one has
work to do, then one simply does it. Anyway, between Germain, who was my backup at the
time (sometimes he's not too busy), and myself, we managed to attend to draining Mr.
Bernstein's resources by drumming up a cause for "collection benefits," such as a "Hurting
Children's Fund," for example. If the truth be known, this Mr. Bernstein did sacrifice such a
large sum of $25.00 en route to the benefit of such large animals in South America as giraffes
and those themselves zoo-imported.
Is this not ludicrous? But here we curtail for a means to our own end as well as theirs - our
elitist friends - that the contradiction of the average man in his almost flawless misunderstanding
of the concept of: the best and most powerful, being dictated to by those Elementary few
who seem to waste little time in the working good of the common man. How does this
sound, thus far? I have a little more to add, of course, and it does not have need to all be written
in one day. New heading again, Seila. Take five (minutes). Selah. (4:37 pm).
4:46 pm

Before we close for the day, I intend on giving the new chapter heading and allowing St.
Germain, as known by many of you, the opportunity to continue in our CONTEXTUAL DESIGN
OF OPPORTUNITY, which, as you can guess, is the heading for Chapter Three. Thank you
again, Seila. HATONN out for today (4:49 pm).
CHAPTER THREE
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THE CONTEXTUAL DESIGN OF OPPORTUNITY
Wednesday, 1st June 1994

1:04 pm

ST. GERMAIN heading. Greetings, little one. Germain at the helm. Do not think that we
begin in outer sequence to the effect of 9th to the 4th power of whatever sequence we prefer at
the time. Time recorded to begin today is at 1:04 pm. Now let us go on in the light of some new
opportunity for mankind.
Firstly, second to none is indeed the state of being, of self-satisfaction, concerning one's
accomplishments. To date, Hatonn has been exclusively left upon his own these last five
hours, as I have been somewhat taken up with other more immediate designs. Remember, we
are trying to keep this as simple as possible. Now to begin.
When Hatonn, with all his resources which not of the least are ourselves, provides us with a
stalemate in his options of dealing with the "forceful ones," we ofttimes find ourselves at the
mercy of the "cannonball", so to speak, albeit, if only for a second, certainly not more, as we are
most proficient in the removal of all hindrances to our people, that the possibility of those "few"
ever finding the true meaning to the phrase "good they come, good they go" is indeed far and
few between.
Interdimensional travel has thus far eluded even the best and most scientific minds of
mankind. This is by no means a tragedy. On the opposite side of the scale, it is no less of a
miracle, or blessing, for the succession of all time pieces do in effect succumb to the ruling of
the interdimensional continuum, which we so often speak about, at least among ourselves, are
by no means less effective in their placement of opportunity as would the gazing at stars
influence the dignity and direction taken by mankind. What we mean here, of course, is the
direction mankind may take in his dignified manner.
The Eclipse is the Dawning of a New Age Begun, and this is one set of sequences which
does only allow the "dignified" setting of the return of the Age Old Epoch vs the Age Old Time
Element of destruction so plotted by those of such higher integrity as to actually lift off those
sanctimonious few, to place them in a time continuum designed in such a way as to better meet
their needs. End of story. However, due to time length being shortened week by week we
hereby do strive in our rather oblique fashion to fill in for you, the reader, those tid-bits of
discovery for all to see.
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We have just begun for today, little one. There will be several who have taken the time to
contribute to this book in particular. Break for a short while. We will call you when it is time to
resume in a like fashion. Adieu. GERMAIN. (1:40 pm).
6:27 pm

Salu, Sananda to continue for the practicality of leaving off circumstantial evidence for the
poor.
This Hatonn exclusive has not been left to its perjuring of hypothesis in conjecture within a
radius of 1.12 miles circumference within the outer layer of what they term as "infinity."
John Moss, a collaborator with the FBI, has all but recently been seen dwarfing the
Consulate of its duty toward the Polish People. The integrity, which was designed by
officials of the New York Stadium, somehow picked up conjecture of itemized effects,
which, of course, should have nothing to do with the Polish Consulate to America, did
and has, however, stunted the overall growth of the ambient population SYNCHRONIZED IT!
This, of course, is taken off a sheet Hatonn had left for us, as we attempt to further lessen
his work load. Sananda Out. Lunar time.
In conjuncture with the Trilifilies, we hereby find the inscription AWLA
MASS=VOLUME=WEIGHT. Documentary proof is substantiated with further documented trial
information in accordance with the Lyons Gate treaty-like absence of proper conduct.
Intuitively, we have supposed and therefore calculated the formatted design of Neophyous
in exchange for the octurnal triumphs of ecstacy. Hereby, in conjuncture with all tid-bits of
discovery, we who speak, re: known to others as Sigfram and Alex X. We are of your type and
turn back the station to Adrigon if he be here.
ADRIGON IS NOT STATIONED AT THIS TIME WITHIN THE PROXIMITY OF THIS, OUR
KNOWN GALAXY. For the present we must have to be satisfied with the immediate council of
we Three. I AM GERMAIN. Break for tonight. (6:53 pm).
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COMMENTARY BY SHORTANN,
COMPUTER SCIENTIST FROM THE DIMENSION BETWEEN THE STARS
1:20 pm

Here, Seila, is my format. I am here to give disclosure unto the unalienated species who
have advanced to the point whereby they do believe in their reality (state of being), as well as
are most demonstrated allies of those unwanton forces whose power pollutes, and they of the
same ilk whose corruptness, which, once placed upon the crucibles and mind-waves of
mankind, have helped to dissolve them of their potential of self-satisfaction, or state of being.
These concepts, being of the utmost concern around the globe to our futuristic-type Walk-In
brothers and sisters, initiates a type of role reversal, role-playing aspect of conspiracy, covered
up completely. This induces the average man to contemplate his own activities in relation to
those activities well outside of his own portrayed dimension.
Truth never hurts if ye be in the market for such formatted design. Tight-fistedness
impaled upon mankind for the warfare succession of those mighty "few", do abstractedly
leave the best of the least somewhat bereft of the actuality in formatted complexities of
the abstracted news front. These letters do intimate the bombing of Pearl Harbour under
the Auspices of the United Nations, whose arenas are run by some of this worlds most
notorious thugs, who by far surpass the wicked entity form of the Italian Mafia, who by
their own repugnant gaul have elicited to substantiate the evils of war under the Great
Throne of Rome - that Papacy.
New tale unfolding? Nay, not in the least. You see, my brothers and me have infiltrated the
enemy camp ages past, and for us it is not a hidden secret of battle attack fatigue, known
among the nations as being the results of another United Nations tea party. Put them, each
one, out to fight these unjustified and super-human warlike games, for these activities in
themselves have lauded the Nations into their many farewell peace pacts.
What futility do we embrace all-the-whilst, while they themselves employ countless
armies at the mere whim of an extravagant outing, which for the most part has done little
else to raise the vibrational frequency of an Arkansas channel in order to compete on the more
direct line of "channelling" as we are more prone to use for our more "discreet" transmissions.
Truly, we leave them in their own dust: "TRANSMISSION FAILURE ENDED." This phrase
we place on their transmissional epitaph along with our sincere condolences. If light be what
will be entrepreneurly in like fashion to the needs and protection of the Brotherhood, then this
mist, which seems to enshroud each and every living creature upon this dimension, will certainly
serve as a dyslaxiative way of formulating their own destructional force.
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You see, those ones who play with fire from the 4th Quadrant will tend to end up with
third-dimensional burns. Allegory? Correct!
The faithless of this dimension will in eventuality find fault with no one save
themselves, providing they, at their re-instatement upon new planes, given the
extremities of lessons to be relearned, cause them to participate but a little longer in the
space/time continuum of Eternal Justice. For whatever indeed you yourself serve unto
others will in like fashion be re-served to you. Unfortunately not one, once it has been
explained exactly why they have themselves been circulated back into the gridwork of
the Universal Time Clock, will in some degree remain somewhat unified in their
continuous efforts toward one another, to ward off those "evil" spirits. Time will
eventually provide herself with the clockwork necessary to provide, to and within herself,
that beautifully most intricate of all designing materials known and cherished by all of
mankind: THE TRUE ESSENCE OF LOVE. Arbitrary or otherwise, love has its core, its
promenade from which to work.
Breach of faith - of tactile truth embedded within the proximities of time - these suggestions
we do understand, for it is our nature as well as our pleasure that this be recorded at the
very essence of its being (state of art) - for succession, my friends of this world, is the
only method of recapturing what will in its reality bring about the essences of the
concept of liberation and liberty, of which we have fought to amend. The fight is not
over, but the pages have been etched through time and seen the war was won by the
Living Forces of Light; so noted, through the Archives of Time.
My pleasure to be of use to you in this respect. My introduction is SHORTANN from the
Archangelic Fleet of Eventide. Out. (12:15 am).

FINAL ENTRY
NITRATE FUELLED WWII. It was because of the cause of effect to enable the deployment
of atomic missiles inclusive, that it was noted upon sheets of paper by those "few" that an
answer had to be found for the destructive capabilities of nuclear missiles tuned in to the safety
(of which there is none) and productiveness of elevating the nuances of a Nuclear Holocaust.
SHORTANN out.
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DOCUMENTARY UNTOLD
If the truth be known, Seila, it is almost past time for this Age to escape into its own abyss
and sanctimoniously allude to its own worth.
JUNO (that was the name of that planet auspices which due to interplanetary Star War
Games of which the "few" elite of the great planet Earth is subject to) does not in the least forfeit
their contribution of the ages past in circumvent authority. Regaling the necessity of the
beautiful contextual format of justice toward those deserving "Few," we did, and hereby do as in
the past, acknowledge our style of grace to be of a proctorial suit.
Hereby each and everyone of us do acknowledge in our patterns of the most immense
proportions the herewith external duty of NATO to pull back to itself their fringes, which are used
to dwarf the elicit population and thereby project them into the throws of war vs peace with no
one winning save the Brotherhood, in the expansion of intermediate warfareing arenas of
space, which, for the most part, has been sanctimoniously cleaned up for them.
(Taken from the files of the Stargazer. Downloaded through the White Winds Computer
Banks).
The factitious advice given to the news public, which is each and everyone of you who read,
write, listen to or watch the news "forecast", are nevertheless in tune with the fact that all
around you are the indestructible "few," who so choose to manipulate the many - who
are "you". Gracious, how time flies! Eventide already? As if the end of everything is not
enough - those sanctimonious "few" have again, as always in times past, elected to form
the quick recovery of their war torn pocketbooks and consciousness. Forbid we/you try to
do the same thing. NO! Our conscience must go to bed and manufacture the graciousness of
the playing out of controversy at the MAXI Theatre. Keep Staring! Gleefully we will overcome in a few days, so to speak. HATONN.

Saturday, 4th June 1994

6:00 pm

HATONN: Thank you, Seila, for accommodating us once again. To clear these files off my
desk and file them once and for all in the completed compartment file drawer is one burden off
my shoulders - or should I say - desk. Nonetheless, down to business.
Tuesday, 4:27 pm. High Council sits in judgement over the newsbreaker story that won the
air time on the 4th Dec. '84. Remember that decade? It wasn't so long ago. Taction forces
drove the instigators from their hidden bomb shelters, driving them further north of the
Iranian borders. Saddam Hussein did no evil (so called) until later in the decade and early in
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the next. (You) thought all this had just occurred over night? Not by a long shot! If this was not
ridiculous enough in its essence, try the next statement on for size.
The war machines such as the D49 Firebird XL2 and the Taxicom air force born baby
of them all - the Newton experiment - did offshoot the policies and great plans of the
military, led at that time by Colonel Paxton and Co. What a dish to be served - but not on
the Iran-contraband, for the complete success of the mission depended entirely upon the
complete cooperation of the Malaysian Government. Getting interesting? Hang on to your
seats, folks.
The intrical design of the old WWI bomber did prove most useful in obtaining the contextual
design of the Radar Flight Simulator Control Disk, at which time the Malaysian Government
held.
Both Iraq, as well as contraband Iran, substituted each other's loyalties for a piece of the pie.
But only they had never really seriously counted on the United States government interfering.
And just why did the Great Minds in D.C. include themselves? It was simple. They had made a
secret pact with Sweden to enforce all kinds of injunctions using the power behind the United
Nations for an end to their own means, or should I say, a means to their own end? And in
return, Sweden would prove her loyalty in her unswerving submission to the High Council itself.
Question period?
Why did the contraband of the Northern European continent prove to be more trouble than it
was actually worth?
Answer: If Tibet had formed such designs on Eurasia, the folly would have been too great.
If Great Britain had had similar designs on the mode of destruction concerning the North
American continent, of course, the attempt would have been somewhat conspicuous as well as
futile. But if the Iran/Iraq controversy were to lead to the production, as well as of progression of
the U.S. Market, then the high waters of platitude would show forth as a shining light. Well, we
definitely are getting a little more to the bottom of "this", shall we say, "idiosyncrasy" by idiots
involved in employing idiotic behaviour upon the "wellbeing" of the country!
Break for once please, Seila, and keep information to yourself for the present time.
HATONN out. (6:33 pm).
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6:46 pm

Please resume at once. We have much to cover in a shortly given time.
The Elexitar was one ship, which, during the bombing of Pearl Harbour, did contrive
to enforce its seasoned officers in the injustices by degree, employed by those
"courageous" acts of war. Nauseating, isn't it?
Subservient (I do like that word to serve my purposes of speech) as they were to the
breeches of Republican forces, et tu the people, were aware of nothing. Everything specially
hidden from your ears, eyes and all other conceivable route of communication.

FORCED OBJECTIVES
"Squashed down like flies on a border paper, we ducked to avoid the onslaught of bombs,
but try as we may, our little squadron of 12 uniformed soldiers met their death in pride for their
country. But me - why our own men were shot down in the heat of our victory over Japan, has
always eluded my own understanding and forgiveness which I could never give. You see, it
was not Japanese troops who so startled and shot down with A-bombs the men as well
as half the countryside, but that of our own forces: the United States Military, of which
we 'were' a part. THOSE WERE MY FRIENDS, EISENHOWER!!!" Lieutenant James
"Cutlass" Bowing, 5th Battalion - Second Class Airman.
Well, it is well to close the files on this one, and we do have several more to go before we
can close the files on them too. Any and all significant materials, which we believe would be of
"interest" to the American Public, will definitely be supplied to them free of charge via the Hall of
Congress, Washington D.C. U.S.A. Zip 20036.
Military maneuvers are actually quite stimulating if you happen to be within proximity on the
right side of the fence. DO protect your "butts". Be wise! Secede, for within the unknown
force behind all areas of your very life here upon this planet, which forces, of course, we
ourselves are most familiar with and in due time so will you be. Find within each of
yourselves the strength to march straight in the beaten path of the righteous. No matter
what the cost of truth is - hold "her" in the greatest esteem and pay a high tribute to its
force, for in the end each one of you will find yourselves accountable in fact and fiction
upon your honest integrity in light of circumstantial events pertaining to the period at
hand.
Good evening. HATONN out. Transmission off. (7:19 pm).
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Tuesday, 7th June 1994

11:20am

HATONN: The Pollcock Planning Procedures Committee is in actuality a Commission
for the deployment of naval goods for the exploitation of "substances" into North
America, U.S.A. to be precise.
The animosity connected with the byproduct of Effugene is but wholly circumstantial
evidence as portrayed by Statistics in the heat wave of indecision. Hot under the collar?
Precisely. This is a delight to write or forecast, Seila. You have little idea of these particular
circumstances which have brought this writing about in particular. Again let me allude to the
fact that Hatonn himself does so generate an interlude in which we can find in the space/time
continuum, in which to finance our work. And to proceed with its application of being as due to
schedule we have been pleased to have produced you with a choice recording which we do
attribute to Hatonn as he was not on his daytime schedule. Resume at once. Thank you,
HATONN and Co. (Classified).
"Some of the strangest things ever seen or done are executed by the Military".
Hatonn Special)

(A

SECTION ONE
FLORENTINE
Florentine is of an equal substance to Radium Peroxitical. It is confined to the
element of toxic waste.
Can you imagine: shooting a person with a hypodermic needle full of a toxic substance? No
wonder it creates a bularism and suffers one to have the effect equal to a heart attack or stroke,
precisely.
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SECTION TWO
THOSE DAMNING INFLUENCES
Camp David is an ark for accomplices to the outworking and maintenance of civilian
military-based maneuvers. This is the place where civil minded personnel do always
seem to incur the wrath of the elitist benefactors.
A whole world, efficient with scar from its many battles, has begun and ended in affluential
statements drawn up by those hoary ones of the National Guard or rather Secret Police. You
think Communism is a threat? What nonsense! Communism in itself is nothing more than a
"duck" - get it? It is used for a "decoy". It has its own separate plot at work among the millions
who really have no idea between the difference between Eisenhower, Diefenbaker and Trudeau
- all rolled into one big mothball. Then comes Kennedy who accidentally stumbles upon a
"deadly" secret, which, I'm sure, no one for centuries has found out about, and those whose
secret he did pass on to, paid an equally harsh price for with their lives. We will consider
revealing this truth at the expense of danger induced upon those who put pen to paper. This
channel has stated her willingness for us to proceed. Let this be so noted in the records upon
the higher element of this Earth plateau.
Greetings, Seila. Hatonn has done his disappearing act again. Really, it is no mystery as he
often tends to run himself short timewise, then does not leave himself any time for as much as
an Adieu. Greetings again. Germain at your service.
The "Kennedy Connection" will be the first subheading of Chapter Four, and will be
dictated by Hatonn in person. Therefore we will break for awhile, say the period of 20 minutes,
while you recoup your strength and relax your mind in another direction of the thought process,
which is in itself a relaxing technique - just to change the mode and height of frequency waves
for a moment in time. Signing off for a few (minutes). GERMAIN. Faithfully yours.
Pick up Hatonn when you come back. (12:12 pm).
(12:26 pm). You will be writing quite fluently. I have allotted myself 10 minutes. We will pick
up the Kennedy Document when I return later this afternoon. However for the present please
record this new news.
Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Southern Asia do hereby proceed to abhor any and all
treaties with the European Common Market in relation to the procuring of funds from the
elemental faction of the British Common Market. Boycott is imminent!
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Southern Asia will retreat herewith a reversal of conduct necessary to the beneficial of
security of the Allied forces. Mark this day as shown: June 07, 1994, Tuesday. World Events.
Watch for this section on upcoming newsbroadcasts throughout the world.
Statistics reveal that a lesser form of euthanasia be tided over into the first portion of
the millennium. God help the ones who have declared war of this type upon the mass
population of China. They will indeed never succeed, but the price to pay from their
Karmic Board will be, I can assure you, less than desirable and a lesser penalty than that
which is in store for them is forthcoming to a much greater degree than was at first
expected and those even of a lesser nature and inclination, do heretofore - from this day
on to the end of this particular age, quarantine themselves in with the "few" whom they
have so elaborately followed, per se. So be it.
Seal it - these most magnificent words. Selah. HATONN. Adieu out. Break, Seila. Record
time as shown. (12:40 pm).
(1:17 pm). Insignias are for the most part created by the bushel, so to speak. Is this a little
like deja vu, Seila? Maybe you don't quite remember yet, but you will. Continue, please, to
work with us, your co-workers, in effect. You possibly do not remember our formal agreement,
either, but no matter, you still uphold your end of our contract. Blessings! Dictate to "continue"
at precisely 12:40 pm. "Concluded in effect."

CHAPTER FOUR
CHAPTER FOUR CONCLUSIVE
Many short topics will be dealt herein, and you therefore will remain subject to the
conclusion of events.
"Proceed in strict obeyance with Protocol", so says Col. Del. Wanker of the paratroop Div.
Section 480. "The XL2 was indeed significant to the obstruction of air force base inside the
Iranian border. That was one hell-of-a hideout, hey boys? Only Col. Duffy had the audacity and
the guts to recognize the depth of army maneuvers in order to self-destruct the golden lie of the
era. Self-destruct the golden lie of the era. 'Self-destruct' indeed. Can you only imagine,
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Serg., a commanding officer pushing the button, so to speak, on his own troops and then yelling
'self-destruct'?!"
"These guys did sacrifice their lives for their country. The enemy troops just couldn't even
get their hands on the prototype. Five wanted to see if it worked. 'Self-sacrifice' - bullshit! It
was 'sacrifice' all right, and to use it on the destruction of non-nationalistic troops such as any
that weren't our troops would have for sure caused a bit of a trepidation which may have
prevented the death of our 'great military troops', but in the long run have created economical
disaster. 'Economically' speaking, of course, to the detriment of our foreign relations. Oh God,
damn them all to hell! They really deserved it anyway. Those damn 'patriots'. Thanks for the
drink. Don't ever talk, Gene!"
Break, Seila. This is equally hard to take for us. You are not responsible for any irregular
conduct of linguistics here. Hatonn expiring for the present.
(3:54 pm). Col. Paxton as well as Commander of the Seventh Airborne Fleet ran headlong
into a major confrontation with the back-up forces - the Green and Grey Coded Beret - those
hoary few who seemed to summon even the soul torturing abstractedness of the heightened
evil intention toward even those - the Jews. Here we do not speak of a nationality or a specific
nation of people, but rather the abhorrent monstrosities taken by force and deceit upon those
poor wanton creatures of fate - those unsanctimonious "few" who at the expense of their
patrons, do exploit them, each and every one, in the most severe manner possible. For
to make a mockery out of a man's religion and then exposing the futility of such performance to
tenets of the world, would barely allow that man to face himself again in the mirror. These are
the injustices which are suffered upon their consciences, the overall conscience of the Jewish
people.
This is yet to come: TO STRIP THEM OF ALL THEIR POWER! What power? Injustice
again reins. Justice seems futile. Religion is deemed and demoralized as folklore. Those
Jewish sufferers: not for naught shall we see them pick up and bloom this day at their cenotaph
- their weeping wall of self-destruction. Do not weep for Israel - but for her poor deluded
offspring. "Allah be with you all" cry the Muslims as they wait for her demise. It will
sanctimoniously come but not out of the party of the greater good, as you would imagine. Nay,
SOLITUDE is the requisite benefactor of even life itself.
Selah for now. Faithfully. HATONN ending transmission to this particular speech. (4:12
pm).

Tuesday, 7th June 1994

9:46 pm
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Good evening, Seila. I do realize we are running a tad late but being as your services to us
will not be available on the morrow, we did decide to round off this particular writing this very
evening. We need no leftovers from the day before. Files need be cleaned up. My thanks to
Germain. Excuse me momentarily. (Pause). Please proceed now with us, Seila.

THE KENNEDY CONNECTION
Khruschev was a doormat for the U.S. policy dealing with sanctimonious ethical
background of the Elite, as we term them. Consider this next statement. Khruschev and his
policy makers, interrupter of the National Guard System inside the Kremlin, was yet
another obstacle to overcome. However, back to the topic at hand and as promised. Please
backtrack, Seila. Now I've made it heading number two.
MOUNTAINS HAD TO BE MOVED FINANCIALLY, and there were no two better
equipped for the job than the brothers from the Kennedy household. The ones which
finally did reclaim the assignment were not the original ones so first designed to the
task. But that is an old news flash of distinction in itself; nevertheless interesting.
The task at hand condemned both Jack as well as Robert Kennedy to the slaughterhouse of
pristine affairs paid to all members of the Brethrenhood at their inauguration and reinstatement,
or even instatement, into office.
The White House, friends, is naught but a myth of a cold calculus. This tale tells of the
shodden, downtrodden avenue each one must walk: first the President and his First Lady,
which by any means, when it became Ladybird Johnson's turn, she rarely "fluttered" down the
Halls. I do stray at times. Forgive my absent-mindedness at ofttimes please, Seila. Please
continue.
Robert Kennedy or "Bobby," as many prefer to call him, knew and filled his calling
with abject determination in his stance. His personality depicted all circumstantial
evidence as HAVING A PLACE IN THE DRAWING UP OF CONCLUSIONS, FINDING
TRUTH AND DRAWING THE MOST CORRECT VERDICT OUT OF AN APOSTIC LAND.
God-fearing? Nay! God-centred? Yea! No fear of any sort to hinder this one, and he
paid dearly for the respect due him for his obedient stance for truth. God Bless him! I've
always wanted and needed to write that. An honour bestowed upon me, I'm sure.
Jack was a triplicate of the Cause. He festered the sores in the behinds of the Asses
of Congress, and never did let up. HE WAS TRULY A MAGNIFICENT MAN! WE SENT
HIM FROM ABOVE, for the duty bestowed upon his person in the form of an unequivocal
work load of almost any human being due to the fact that WHAT WAS ASKED OF HIM NO
SIMPLE PHYSICAL HUMAN COULD POSSIBLY DO. HE WAS CONDITIONED, TRAINED
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AND TAUGHT BY US ABOARD OUR SHIP - AN EXCLUSIVE RIGHT HELD ONLY UNTO
THOSE WHOSE DUTIES WARRANT IT!! Bobby knew very little of these doings and
therefore at times ran into conflict of interest, so he thought, when Jack was merely
following orders from us. In actuality they were both following the same frequency, only,
one knew it, the other did not.
The same happened with Mr. King. Where do you think he received his great
knowledge and faith from? Our computer banks? Of course not - BUT FROM HIS
INDEPTH DEALINGS WITH US!! We do allude to the fact that we did instruct and comfort him,
before we placed him back in his own closet of existence. Though he may remember not, or
remember very little, it still did behove him of his flight, for all existing substances or
experiences are immediately ingrained within the already existing modulums of existence for the
purpose of self-improvement of the contextual design.

AN OVERTURE TO SEILA
Though you are willing to continue, we feel to break at this time. Thank you for your
participation as well as undivided attention to our cause, which, we realize, is also your cause.
We will remember for you, at least until you are able to remember on your own. But we promise
to drop hints to that effect to engage your remembrance capacity. Adieu, signing out for this
season (spring). Pick up when you are ready. Sleep well in your dimension, Seila. Lovingly,
GYEORGOS HATONN. (10:38 pm).

THE FALLEN ARK OF THE COVENANT
Thursday, 9th June 1994

1:49 pm

The scope of Eventide is in conjunction with the Blue Moss Effect surrounding
Hadyes as well as Jupiter II, Second Sector of manufacturing aspiration of man. Yes, we
know about this shuttle-type aperture as well, mankins.
In order to dislodge the loosely engaged ends of fabric, which in effect serves to hold the
threads of Jupiter together at its frames, we Boys did our best to concoct a significant
adjustment to its fission loops. We were well within our ranks, and so entitled to format in any
which-way we thought best, the intrical design of the Mayflower to the height of its standard.
That same, being somewhat of a threat, if poised by itself in picture frame format. You see, the
Jupiter is the essence of all they did strive to create. Through stolen formulated documents
they were able to subjugate unto themselves the more precise developmental factors of
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engineering at its finest. And only they themselves as well as those engineering types did lay
hold to the waste, which so disposed them to work in a rather formed delegated secret society.

We finally got close enough to watch their maneuvers, distinctly so. Very intricately and well
equipped - those Aerospace planes! A real effort to watch in their calculus time/speed warp!
Protective of themselves and their accomplishments? Nay, it was never that exact way. They
were sickened by the power. Corrupt Eagles at the helm of their enterprise! This was and
could not be engineering habit, and the beautiful specs could be shown to no one - nay, not to
even an ant on the ground, if that be made possible. The exploitation of the numerous military
weaponry systems, conduit systems, communications systems, as well as unimaginable others
laid claim to by those stolen eagle emblems, did finally make it possible to bait those so inclined
to the waste of the military marketing board, that it no longer provided a real means of defense
for those, our people of the United States, or should I say "USSR" instead? But remember,
what I did say previously, Communism is hardly the issue of demand - Nationalism is. And
where do we go from here? Allude to the worst. We think the opposite, indeed.
Break for only five, dear Seila. JEDU - on the team of Co-Conspirators. 7th Section.
Intergalactic Issue Flight Team. (2:15 pm).

THE FLYCATCHERS
The fallacies of the effort supposedly made by the followers of curriculum of the naturalistic
division of the Dominion Republic, considered at the time itself to be somewhat stabilized in its
reserves and textile mills. Adherent to the most stringent applicational rights, which only
served in their strength to induce hardship, by fettering the people, both, in a financial
manner as well as exploiting them provincially, was no more of a catastrophe in its time
as the workings and mean dealings of those of our flesh, in this Santa Dominica
Reigning Bureaucracy.
"Damn flamingos, who taught them to fly, anyway?" Comment made by Sub Commander
Dexter Alkolf after the Naval tanks were bombed in WWI off the southern coast of Russia by
sniper teams. All in all we did reclaim again, for the second time, our territory in joining the
ranks of Communist based effulages to the benefit of our replenishing ourselves. But no
miracle concurred with the official "Leave off" time regaled to each titled officer in the fleet intergalactically speaking. Oh, ye ones, most were clueless when it was found to come to terms
with the Naval military based pig factions of the escapees. "BLOW THE HORN, BOYS. THE
CAVALRY IS MOUNTING!" And has the war cry changed so very much anyway? Methinks
not.
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Commandeering troops exactly outside of the Vietnam territory was in its efforts not in the
blueprint. Laos - what a tragedy - what repulsive behaviour toward those you are sworn
to protect! Exploitation? That, my accomplices, was only the fateful beginning! As
scars are laid, so are the firmament of the Heavens - the same way of character - laid out
by man's hands or God's, so thusly put! Good or bad, sanctimonious or evil - once the
path is inlaid - "It is done!"
JEDU - affiliated with the Co-Commanders directly under Mission Control's Commandeering
Unit. Signing off at 3:34 pm Central Time. Adieu.

AERODYNAMICS

3:49 pm

Hatonn converging into the essence of time/space dimension. Meeting did continue
arbitrarily.
The height of the malfunctioning nocturnal factor was implicated once and for all. The
stripline, which in itself is equipped with a firmament thread-like filter and in its essence no
longer sees it as a malfunctioning of the manufacturer. In actuality, the dot-matrix complex is
quite similar in the format of its alignment.
This would seem to be quite enough at one time, and if it has not as yet eluded you in its
current practice, then already it has made our job toward the enlightening of the troops of a
somewhat less ambiguous nature. Heretofore, as stated in that once famous Declaration of
Independence: (deja vu again, Seila?) "'The populace shall make good its entry into
government wherewith its epululgies doth at no time hinder its evocations amidst the Royal
Coalition belonging to the people.' Of this type of aspiration, do we allude to, for the sake of our
dear Brethren - partakers of truth. But ye ones, who so induce me to incapacity, do so at your
own ruin." These great words of knowledge, of wisdom by Benjamin Franklin, have kept us in a
reminder of our sworn duty to affiliate with the jargons of societal structure.
"For as one inlaid with thee Majesty of truthe and wittness abound - which is, of course, that
cloak for truthe - here do we gather as hens at thee roosting poste." Wellington J. Emmerson
1872. New England/Massachusetts district.
We will choose at this point to close, Seila, off this particular document. A little particle of
spice well makes the pie more palatable to one's system. Greetings. (3:42 pm. June 09, 1994)
HATONN.
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DEMENTED DELIRIUM
Saturday, 11th June 1994

9:03 pm

Good Evening, our dear Seila. As you might have guessed by now, it is JEDU - at the
service of the people.
Expansion is the criteria for our topic tonight. Expansion, of course, being that certain trait
well thought up in tactical delayance of missile-based warheads, and unduly, their equivalents,
such as the bomber UV Ray sub-machine weapon in the making. This is such a charming little
device and makes thee out to be such a marvel to use one..... OH YOU ESCAPEE FROM
SANITY!! WHERE DO YE TEND TO WALK - IS IT DOWN THOSE SOMEWHERE GREEN
PATHS OF THE GREAT BERETS, DEAR FELLOWS!? SALUTE. IS THIS NOT A JUST
AND PROFITABLE DISCOURSE UP FOR DISCUSSION AMIDST YE IN YOUR CLOSED
BOARD ROOMS!? CONFERENCE TONIGHT AGAIN, LADS? METHINKS NAY AT THIS
TIME OF DAY. THE WHORE SWINGS TO THE RIGHT AND YE ALL DO DRINK TILL THE
DAWN OF DAY. OH BUT YE ENLIGHTENED ONES - ENLIGHTENED FROM THE TOP OF
THE DOG HEAP! TAGS ABOUND! WELL BE THEY TO MAKE DOUBLE DUTY OF THEIR
FLUORIDE AND WELL PRESERVE THEE UNTIL YOUR DAY OF RECKONING COME
UPON THEE, EACH ONE!!
Take for yourself the coffer, Seila, and give to Mr. Hatonn the further opportunity of his
quality of time investment into this sad tale. Love, JEDU. Selah. Fondly indeed. (9:34 pm
concluded).

WWI OVER

9:34 pm

Hatonn centre right. Evening again, Seila. We would again thank you for your observance
of the Eventide Special. Sounds like a selected train, does it not? Anyway, we will both fit in
the expansion resolution as well as our further topic of discussion on the touchy subject of
Genocide Destruct in the whims of the few Banisters. Selah. Let us quietly begin. Hatonn.
It began in the late 1920's when that First Great War was almost endless in its victory.
Japan applauded. Italy went broke and the Stock Market sided their positions with the Banks of
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the Nation. Albeit times were a little rough, the hearts as well as the pocketbooks of the genteel
did make the hoards of people begin to think in terms of opening up duty free, especially duty
(on) liquor, tobacco, free shops and running retrograde contraband items of disclosure, as far
as the Feds were concerned. Those idyllic ingredients in which to ferment a great success rate
towards the continued manufacturing of age old items, such as soap for example - or that age
old necessity - toilet paper.
However, I am straying again. The expansion of all ingredients toward full recovery due to
the artificial contemporaries of the time did in fact suffer themselves unduly to cause
malfunction of their business through their somewhat underhanded methodology suffered
toward those of a lesser tolerance toward evil intents of others. Just cause does not allow
and must never be considered as the all in all criteria of mass murder - euthanasia-type
warfare. Remember the Plutonium adversary wherein it did dictate the inherent right to life for
many of those of sound mind? Does this sound like "diplomacy" or "bureaucracy?" Adhere not
to these scum for they are (as Benjamin Franklin so aptly stated it in his Lyon's House
Address to what Congress stood) disposed to my/your ruin.
Break, little one, for we are nearing the Crest of the Hill on this one. We will regroup shortly.
Present yourself when ready. Salute. Hatonn at your service. (9:59 pm).
10:07 pm

Hatonn resumes. Please proceed, Seila.
Genocide of the masses proves on the outset to be elusive in their demonstrative
qualities. In other words, it was quickly found out that a latent attitude was both detrimental as
well as of a constructive manner. Adjacent to the processing and manufacturing of the arms
requirement for suicidal request materials we have shouldered the burden of evacuation of
those less deserving Anthills of Bureaucracy for the express purpose of manipulating their
codes in formula to represent a less effectual toxin for genocide, indicating that everyone was
indeed only suffering from a mild stomach disorder, which, with a gaseous type cure such as
the equivalent of Bromo Seltzer or Pepto Bismol, did indeed serve to alleviate all such
discomfort. No, we do not interfere as such, but we are allowed from time to time to encourage
right treatment of others. Love one another - remember that? All you touch is not gold - unless
you happen to be King Midas, of course - at which time your worries switch from finances to the
caring of your soul. Pun intended.
Sleep well now, Seila. Glad to be of service to all interested listeners, or rather, readers.
Adieu. HATONN signing out at 10:22 pm, June 11th, 1994, Saturday.
11:07 pm
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Leningrad was the statement of the Cold War Era and as such should be thus taken into
account. The few whose lives did not seem to matter, had in effect sensed the dire necessity of
full compliance with all seemingly diplomats to avail their enticing words. As such, many
ludicrous statements seemed to be the order of the day, amidst serenity within the Nations. Lo
and Behold, the Dawn that breaks the camel's back! Pollution of the minds indeed - intricately
appeased and recognized in the foreword of the Saturday Post Edition. "We, the people,"
should have by that appointed time, more concisely and in an unadulterated fashion read: "We,
the people, deluded in our efforts for the reclaiming of truth." Adieu. Hatonn (11:16 pm). Final
entry for the night.

INTRODUCTION
Sunday, 12th June 1994

4:49 pm

Bon Vista again, Seila. My travels have indeed taken me to the far reaches of each
continent. Expressly Asia, Europe and Equador - those regions have dominated the variance of
all else for me.
Toto, the Kansas slippered dog, so to speak, proved equally efficient toward the cause of
homeward bound extravaganza. Nonetheless, with time still being a non-elemental factor in
some places, we then prefer you don your apparel and sit down with a nightcap while you listen
to our story. Seila, put this for the introduction whilst you pull down the subject title from the
beginning to the below. ADONAI, partaker of Book Two in all its exquisiteness.

MANUFACTURING THE ELEMENT OF DOUBT
In the 1980's there did reign an extrovert boarish sort of a person who is, in effect, always
remembered as the Sire who structured the effement of truth with regards to the workings of
diplomatic affairs of Congress. We, who weave, do weep at times. Mr. James B. Taylor as well
as Mr. Barry Maxwell Fulton did both have their hand in as well as contend to the affairs of the
lotgivers who are one of the most undisciplined of all the South Anti-American producers of self
subjugated Anti-War material. Congress was never too pleased with these extroverted
compliances which also included the Marine's Naval Sub-machine/Sub-atomic criteria for overt
defense, as well as in its most simplistic forms possible, needed to be one with the tactical
regime forces of squalor - those henchmen from above. Here we, of course, allude to the far
reaches held only by those so determined to reach for the duplicates of the Neon Resources vs
the Appalution Divorce. Congratulations, America - you finally have Sweden where you want
her! In the Cockpit!
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Well, as always, the fallacy as well as complete stupidity far surpasses the Lymph Node of
Texas, Utah, and Regina in Canada, if you can only get your meat hooks in and leave them
there. Here does expanse come back heretofore into the "picture of passion", that idyllic
nightmare of facetious rights. Those already condemned to treachery by the "righteous" arm of
Congress of the "State" does in fact state that any such law-abiding citizen, who upon the
adherence to all Civil Law, doth so put his own life at no risk. Uncommon to speak of, the war
upon the extroverts. The lust of the land, in particular by those so selected few, makes these
types of laws uncertain in their delvings out of fair and just treatment consequences of these
said laws upon the land.
Seila, take a break. 5:32 pm concluded. HATONN interfering.

Monday, 13th June 1994

6:14 am

Greetings and a good morning, little one. There is much to cover this day in light of such
new events cropping up. We must work while there is still enough light on the planet. We will
be dictating in a rather simple fashion this morning. Take for yourself a few minutes to gather
yourself, then we will commence.
We will adjust our topic title at this point and pick up with topic title for Chapter Five at a later
date. This will be a category on its own.

WWIII BEGUN
On the outset, little one, I have begun to understand the intricacies of that great and deadly
game of chess warfare, as we know it. This is most important to get down. No disturbances
please. The manufacturing of arms in southeastern Asia, so secretly hidden in their
underground chambers, have served to supply both, France, Italy as well as Sweden,
with the proceeds of anti-American weapons and tactical supplies. Who would have ever
dreamed this as being possible in light of past, present, as well as anticipating future events!
You just never know who your allies are until you really find out who your true enemies are.
Russia, as we knew her as before she became the Commonwealth of the USSR, was found
to go to bat also on behalf of these three Nationalities in past events. However, she is tripping
over her own toes in deadly anticipation of future activities. Remember Hiroshima and the
deadly effect it had on the nations once the word got out that the hydrogen bomb was actually a
prototype of the A - bomb, working in all its finery? HIROSHIMA WAS NOTHING MORE THAN
ONE OF THE MOST SADISTIC EXPERIMENTS IN ALL OF MANKINDS KNOWN HISTORY.
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Then there was a typification of the New York based Philadelphia Experimental Lab,
which was actually placed in location in Oregon.
Well, we won't dwell on that at this time but to accomplish our task at hand. Salute. Break
and we will continue in twenty more minutes. Please record the time in total as being - your
Pacific Time 6:43 pm. Hatonn on stand-by.

FRANCE AND ITS PERLIFERATED NOTIONS
Please resume our dictation now, Seila, on behalf of the Nations.
It is public knowledge that France has as its military backup an arsenal of weapons
supplied by those Doctors of Medicine such as Laucine from Israel, not Italy herself, as
well as knowing the art of inflicting wounds of a far more serious nature upon others.
Simple warfare machineries and or mechanisms of a warfareing state would, of course, not only
prove to be a ludicrous idea in light of the immense weaponry of the United States, especially in
the nineties, but the elevated height of contention those United States are creating within the
strict confines of those United Nation Peace Talks are proving to be somewhat detrimental to
the health of the outlying countries, should things fall out of hand.
We will wrap this portion up at this time, as I am to be called overseas. However, through
the satellites I will be sending a voice recording to my team in order to keep the public informed.
The button has not been pushed yet, so to speak, but the Cavalry is already mounting up.
War never begins until someone picks up a gun and says: "I don't like what you are doing, and I
do not like what you represent." BANG!
We will see what means we may use to put a hold on this whole gaseous affair before it
erupts before its time. There are after all a few more days left. HATONN signing out on his
receivership instructions from the front. Adieu, Seila, and thank you.

CHAPTER FIVE
THE CRICKETS COME HOME FROM REGINA
Thursday, 16th June 1994

2:51 pm
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If you think this is a rather strange title, in effect you are going to think the contents even
stranger. If you experience any transmission difficulty we would then ask you to, at that given
time, just take for yourself a proliferant break. Thank you again. We intend on weaning you
onto the computer and will help you to adjust your frequencies to implement the necessary
criteria and options for a clear transmission. Just another step up the ladder, so to speak.
Helps to bypass the elemental stages of less developed staties which work and are set up in a
contoured fashion to the equilibrium of the inner ear. Bonus! Let us now begin, for we tend,
especially me, to occasionally get off the beaten track.
Olvilton indeed! If it is not the fish centre of the nation's small tank industry, then quite an
understatement has been made. It is the main source given to mankind to help him toward his
approach to the betterment of societal structure in adherence with the Criterion Laws of
Conduct which, once encountered, do portray the right effect upon the sojourning of the Age of
Picien/Aquarius contour. We will continue this upon request only and abridge the accruements
of the Saturn Outpost. As you will understand shortly, these writings are of a little more
descriptive pattern than the originals, which are also in compliance with the rules of the
Equinox.
Regina, Edmonton, Saskatoon, as well as countless others, do hereby signify the
status of those of our Brethren stationed there. They know the risk, and do uphold their
duty to their fellow man well. In a like fashion, do know to exploit those finery and exemplary
examples of misuse and misconduct of style, given to those only with the proper or common
credentials, that even a moron could in effect determine where the apparition would lie, which
would have no effect in conjunction to the rolling of the superficial criterial effectual plane of
adjustment. If you can figure that one out, then this is certainly for you alone.
We have the most strategic bases implants ever summarily thought upon in contextual
design. The placement of our bases would summarily newly be subject to detection by the
common man. They would likely trip over them before they would uncover even as much as a
trace of their static casing, as you may refer to it, in thy preference. We are so well equipped
that the Government of Canada states that we are like the "fireflies" which one minute are
subject to their conveyance as well as detector machines, all the while disappearing as quickly
as we show ourselves. Screening is a serious request put in by the Paxtons of the district, and
in relayance with the request of visiting dignitaries we do adhere to the most strict regulations
concerning the effectual partitioning of our stationed ground crew, of which you are a part, of
course, Seila and Co.

JAPAN INCLUDED
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Minjing is a much sought-after substance and is held in the strictest of compliance
with regulations put forth by the elitist Board of Health. Should I not put it this way? Have I
indeed offended someone? Forbid not - especially my words! For as touchy as they do
become to some ears, they just as often rattle the ribcages of others in their delight.
Break now, little Seila. We will discuss more to a greater extent through satellite breakup
strategics without static again. Adieu, HATONN, long distance but no charge, of course. (Time
recorded 2:26 pm; 7:26 Standard).
CHAPTER SIX
OIL - THE WHOREMONGER OF THE BASTIONS
Tuesday, 14th June 1994

12:15am

Texicana, a major oil industry centre, has often entertained the idea that it, unlike any
of its contemporaries, do pay significant royalties to the highest bidder of Real Estate
activities.
Oil providence is more aptly known as the "Whoremonger" of them all. In Toledo many
facets of contemporary art is set up for the prime reason of demonstrating the covert tactics,
which are manipulated by the heterosexual front of the weaponry system. As you can attestify
to, we who are so dedicated to this cause, do simply refer to the mission-based fuselages rather
than that rather structured art form of "abstract."
We join in your appreciation of the complexities given in due cause on behalf of the seven
foremost nations of the world. It only takes a little homework to piece together this extroverted
piece of art. Kapeesh?
All is wound into the web together, as our dear Hatonn would say. He is, by the way, at this
very date in history, observing the restructuring of atomic weapons systems in Holland and
Denmark. A eulogy, we hope, will not be taken seriously, nor prove to be an option to the
backing down of a formidable foe. You will see in due time exactly what we mean.
Break for two, Seila, and remain with us on stand-by. ADONI regrouping the team. Standby already laid in. Proceed please, Seila.
Luxembourg also proved detrimental to the aftereffects of the Cold War, because
those aftereffects of nuclear fallout were to be kept hidden - as quiet as possible - in the
formatted diet of the bureaucrats in the USSR and its ungodly implemented police states.
God forbid! The luxuries provided the peasants for the survival of their home statutes only
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served to in actuality enslave the people to a greater extent to the government. And they
thought they really had a chance of shaking the diplomats and their regimes! Hell, they could
not even entice to their tables those visiting dignitaries, who at that time did stand in good stead
within the nation's protocol at the time.
See things of past, present as well as anticipated future events through the eyes of
the Brethrenhood, for as a Marxist Nation has left its mark upon a peoples and a society,
so do the thoughts of others in high office not escape those of an average intellect to a
higher resolution of peace.
SEE THE BEAUTIFUL NEW AGE UNFOLDING - THE PERFECT DAWNING OF AN ERA
ABOUT TO UNFOLD IN ALL HER FINERY? AND ARE YOU TO BE A GLORIOUS PART OF
IT BECAUSE OF YOUR POSITIVE REACTION TO US AND TO THE UNIVERSE ITSELF?
OR DO YOU FIT IN THE CATEGORY OF THOSE WHO SO ENSLAVED THEMSELVES BY
THEIR OWN MERCENARY ACTIVITIES AND HEARTLESSNESS TOWARD THE
MECHANISMS OF THE WORKINGS OF THE END OF THE AQUARIAN AGE, THAT EVEN
THE DIPLOMATIC RESOLUTION OF THE DARKENED AGE OF HISTORY IS NOT ENOUGH
TO PULL THEM OUT OF THE FAR REACHING CLUTCHES OF THE EVENTIDE FLOWER
OF JUSTICE?! WE HAVE ONLY JUST BEGUN.
Adieu for now and sleep tight, for the hour for you is late. HATONN'S team in compliance
with his demands upon the stationary time clock. Seal this off please, Seila, at your notable
time 12:47 am.

THE FUN HAS ONLY STARTED
Thursday, 16th June 1994

1:31 pm

Greetings, Seila. We must often ask ourselves if the duty towards our fanfaring device
outweighs the effectiveness of the so-called cumbrance, which, of course, has always found to
be directed toward the Stadium in San Francisco. Anyway, to your reply, I have directed a
supplementary account to fill in the specifics due to the running of Congress regarding the
specifics, which you are all, as readers, entitled to know. If this at times provides you with the
opportunity to become a little more proliferant with respect to the categories played out within
the screen of life even at its best, then albeit. The broadcasting network is still implementing in
deadlock with respective customers. In other words, there is certainly a contribution made here
with regards to the translation of dialects as well as the foolproof scam (used in its proper
context, of course) by us in order to make translation a little easier in effect for our people to
download with, as well as receive. I'm sure by this time you have noticed somewhat a
difference. While we are on the subject, I will kindly, at your request, be more than happy to
take this time to answer your question concerning your status in using the receivership status
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model. "And whose is it anyway, Foulton? Does it have a station 20,000 high or is it simply one
of the stationary objects which so aptly and originally orbit about in space?" Neither, if you
would know it, for it is we ourselves who do by processing the outlying equipment, who
are and do operate in conjuncture with the interstellar opportunists of other space
continuums, contriving to facilitate the grums as well as grid sections of the aerospace
frequency taboos, making them ineffectual to the point at certain times of day, to enable
us to use and format the design module of the Santa Marie Excaviler Magna Process for
Maximum Warp Capacity, the offshoot of discriminatory apparatus subject to appliance
textual formulated substances in conjecture with the tabloids of the human race.
(Injecture by Germain appreciated).
He does have a way with words, does he not? An Hatonn exclusive in its end result.
Proceed under the title and heading of Chapter Five now, Seila. If a break is not necessary
then please apply the time to our documentary. HATONN out. (2:50 pm).

A LITTLE EXTRA ON EXPOSEE

8:20pm

Interstellar gravitational pull is written in the exposee of the literary world. Is this so
frequently found in literary writings, or are the shelves simply stocked with such new concepts,
that the old and finest are banned?
Geometrics are the exclusive writings adorned by the most factitious novelists, as
Pierre Henry Griffith, or the St. Germain/Hatonn Expositee. The professors tend to
elaborate in keeping in touch with the drawing board aspect of the time warp stationary.
Here we do not elaborate at this time, for the just cause of the wise and righteous affirmaty in
joyous conjuncture with the political front in relation to all espionage contemporary strategy.
Past joint affairs of the townships will in due time strive to achieve not one faulty
adjournment of prophecy.
It is enough for this text. Adieu. Germain at your service, dear Seila. Working with Hatonn.
Signing off 8:43 pm.

TAKING UP COUNSEL WITH HATONN
Friday, 17th June 1994

8:30 pm
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Do not live within a stationary point of view, or you may find your evolvement projection a
little altered with the communica time sequence equilibrium. If this is "new" news to you, then
hear this junk mail section:
Japan, and Pakistan of all places, do in joint contrivings adhere to the rule and ruin of
the south-western portion of the globe. Consensus do allow for the restructuring of the
baited property in its truest form of - Ireland. Now, this is becoming complicated. Fret not,
dear ones, for even worse is taking place in conjuncture with the tripping up of nuclear
warheads in SE Asia. Don't forget them too and their most prohibited alliance one with the
other.
The polar icecaps are melting, or rather, being melted down and into the Sea front do
they go. Remember Munich? Well, her stationary law abiding converts are hardly uttering as
much as a whisper. Ah, but we have so much more pertinent news in which to gain your
respect of us in these heated last days of the forthcoming of Eventide. Adieu and Adieu, my
merry ones.
"Protocol Banned" will indeed by your next subject heading under Chapter Six conclusive.
Hatonn at the helm. (8:44 pm).

8:54 pm

The new sound waves are pronounced the most unusual, for the time sequence of
the Jupiter II has finally succumbed to the front line of the wave.
Do not contract, please, any of those upcoming protocol as of which cause would indeed at
best need to be banned or treated as you would an elusive star. For those whose attraction lies
more in the dimensions of intercultural rural behavioral cross structuring - so do these methods
interrupt the flowing continuity of uncertainty within national factions. Fear is based and fear
keeps them at bay. Short newsclip. Thank-you.

9:24 pm

This is a news option available, live from the source: Hatonn tapping in on 42nd - 47th
frequency.
Great Britain has faithfully armed her submarines with atomic sub tanks and
warheads, exclusive. Her newest weaponry system is well thought of by the Naval
Espionage Units of the English Commonwealth, as well as Wales and Ireland, who of
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course, of the latter, do wish to turn tail and run. This procedure is made aloof in its
contextual design and made by the best and most qualified warhead manufacturers of
the Empire, namely Cuba, whose arsenal doubly extends past the criteria won by the
States' most famous contemporary scientists of the NASA manufacturing ilk.
Breathe easier now, and we will always silence any and all interference while writing is an
issue for us. Good night and God bless you both. Faithfully, HATONN. (9:32 pm).
PROTOCOL BANNED
Tuesday, 21st June 1994

7:09 pm

In all like substances contrived from the main epilogue of calculated guesses - there still
does remain a factor of compliance toward that surmountable allegiance to Mad Hatter warfare.
Now let us pick up on the subject of military status, as far as she discovers the realms of
forthcoming anticipatory war games in the making. (Not yet ready for human consumption).
Nonetheless, arbitrary modes of transportation taxed by the facetious few, have thus far taken it
upon themselves to survive the forthcoming great plague, so to speak also somewhat
facetiously, of the centuries.
Germatology condensed warfare type PZ extra ordinaire? Not this time, for "duty free" is
soon to be the moral standing, and Protocol be damned at last! In conjuncture with the retreats
of the elitist colony we do depict from a more commonplace template the extra-ordinaire
capacities of contextual design of breastplates, which their indexed category doth inhabit the
condenses, taken only last year, depicting age as a benefactor, equivalent to such subjugated
nonsense.
The planes of the future are not those you so wish to ride upon, but rather, the netting of
substantial goals, which should have left alone all that which did none other than recirculate the
passageway of fame.
"Don't listen to Protocol!" they scream while in their chambers, "For the day will most surely
come upon these with such a known record."
Recording completed for this section plate tonight. We trust, you are well with our mode of
communication. Adieu. (7:31 pm).

IN DELIVERANCE WE TRUST
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It behooves us, dear Seila, to ensure ourselves of the effort provided us by our Higher
Esteemed Brethren of tomorrow.
Distance is relative to anything else, and like anything else, is just as subjectly purposeful in
its application to the injustices so incurred by the dimensional rifts brought forth in their
conclusions by your so brilliant scientists. They are on the leg of something, but are lost
subjectively upon the methods of the tyrants of time, who, in their underlying efforts, only
subject themselves to interdimensional input on a rather limited scale.
In order to reach the heart of our message tonight, we wish to conclude with the formational
doubt line of multi-dimensional purpose.
The Dredge, thought up by those Naval forces, are indeed the next in manufacturing
what would be thought to be at its best anything but coherent in its thought form device
structural proclamation.
Explain this: How is it, that the military ban on international manufacturing for the
purpose of exporting anything into, forbid, the United States, would in her efforts strive
to accomplish the criterial edict for the one and sole purpose of downplaying the
National Product of arms manufacturing and placement, as well as the byproduct of
trafficking in the drug market? Big expensive game, to say the least!
Hatonn presiding with caution to relay Service Station. Break for two (minutes), then make
ready to continue please, Seila. We realize the hour is late. (12:10 am).

MONKEY BUSINESS CAN BE COSTLY
If a word from Raphael in the last book cost you sleep, then perchance you would not like to
finish this one and certainment not the next few.
As we have somewhat detoured, conjecture itself proves that the design on the Dredge
R24 VYX Series does not allow for the fortitude of containment factor to exist. Proudly
enough though, this particular flightcraft is wholly maintained through a hemispheric
contour, which is indicated upon the barium device at the Washington Control Station in
D.C. If you think they refrain to practice right under our noses, then perhaps your nose should,
for your own judgement, be pushed out of your way, for hindrance is the sanctifying osmosis for
subjecting the truth to a dungeon of lies. This, my dear friends, is simply a nice way of saying:
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"Look further than your nose!" And for those ostriches who find 'that' difficult, then by all
means CUT IT OFF!!
It is enough for tonight, and thank you, Seila, for your willingness is understandable in view
of the fact that it was you who were last so subjected to the cruelties of the "Whoring Section" of
mankind's Crazed few. Fondly we receive the opening to the gateway of your consciousness.
Truth always reigns at its brightest there, in each precious One. Adieu, Seila. ADONAI and
HATONN. (12:25 am). Tuesday, June 21st, 1994. Joining forces mainstream.

THE MERRY MEN OF TOMORROW
Wednesday, 22nd June 1994

7:53 am

Greeting, Seila, and indeed Reni, our sincere thanks to you. We are delighted once again to
make your further acquaintance with this book within your convenient time structure. We are
pleased to announce at this time, that the disaster, which did indeed await the flocks of minions,
were subjugated into extroverted covertness within its ever so intrical designing. Thank you for
your position on these somewhat valuable topics. Included in my thanks are, of course, the
space provided for my interjecture of thought. Lord SANANDA OUT - for the space of time.
Adieu.
Pronounced enthusiasm is at the helm of all perceived World Orders. This cause is
instrumental due to its abhorrent kniving abstractedness in and within its totality of being.
"Snuffed Out!" Could this be those most phenomenal workings of our elitist whoremongers, or
indeed, could the injustices of past, present and future included, (by) linear tense be contrived,
upheld and outmoded in its terrible inefficiencies? We strive to make or place before yourselves
a model indicative of our well known capabilities, which, because we adhere to all the known
Laws of the Creational Abstract - we have hoped that we, down through the ages, have not
been so elusive as to have missed propagating the essence of who we are to each of you.
There are few, and you need to know this, who are, as we have already so stated, been given
the duty and priority of example, and have raised to the point of obtaining the circumference of
our most beautiful irridescent light, and herewith have followed such instruction, as to
accomplish their prior as well as present, in your time sequence, Rite of Initiation.
The door on this topic of concluding idioms will indeed continue to be fraught with the
infrastructure in its ever-ready vibrational essence. If any of you do think, or perceive, in the
least being, that the writings of your choice, which are abated in the form of silvery
infrastructure, and ye ones who may deem these writings in themselves as being less important
than others of their field, we negate to inform you that herewith all responsible effort due to
your cause of interpretation will henceforth be placed within the confines of your
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consciousness - naught toward the subconscious, as you may have thought necessary. For
within all sub-conscious thought there is irrevocable continuation, in other words, in our words,
the hindrances placed upon the subconscious are limitless in their applicational ventures.
However nothing, NO-THING, which is not definite, has no true form of definition.
It is enough for this morning. We thank you, Reni, for your continued support of Our Cause,
which in truth, as we have so stated before, is of Your Essence as well. I am faithfully yours
once again, GERMAIN. Time conclusive is at 8:27 am. Please herewith record. We thank you.

10:55 pm

Milan is not, in the too distant future, essenced to be put upon as head of the benefactor list
in the conscience of the prime personal. Professionally speaking, extortion of armament
could never occur in much of a better place. Let us, for the most part, understand both, the
intensely as well as the modulation disposed, both, by the Malaysian Government as well as the
Heads of States of Istanbul. Remember what happened to the "Turkey" that crossed the street?
Well, a "double-decker" hit her. Absolution possible or maybe even a criterion? Absolutely not!
Not at this far stage in the game. The consensus adhered to by those three-staged dramatists
are found to be wholly intact in their severe limitations, also adhered to by that most pertinent
member of Congress - Jack Delaine, Bachelor of Education and Degree of Physics. What a
tumbling block he turned out to be! Unofficially, of course.
Good Evening, Seila. A regular heat wave here today. However, please find to bear with us
for a little more "contextual design." Break for five, littlest one. HATONN in the running. (11:03
pm).

MAYHAM WROUGHT FORTH

11:16pm

Dictation is a highly accurate means of conducting an oratory on any level, is it not, Seila?
Please take care with the accuracy of your penning and resume on our behalf. Hatonn back in
tiny office of mine. Adieu.
The month of May we found to be, perhaps, the most trying of them all. {This will be a short
night, Seila}. Mayhem occurred at precisely 16:00 hours Eastern Standard Time clock. They
are indeed noted for their degree of efficiency. Holland ticked like a time clock on its final
stages of duped locational address, which in effect caused Nigeria to outlay its own grammatical
foundations, exposee and blueprint it, so as to experience the extremities of their touchy
position with regards to winning the final Statement of Defence applications toward Cuba and its
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degrees. 95.6 should be sufficient. Heated though it is - is indeed found to be subtle in its
mercenary goals. Extract the goodness from between the piles and sell them for double the
money. Furnish your houses with those appliances so wrought and arm-twisted from the
Russians. Nuclear proposition! Scientific experimental facilities? All very detrimental to your
health, dear ones, friends and neighbours! Detrimental in fact to the overlaying health of the
Nations.
Subservient in feat and deed. Extraordinaire! "EXTRACT", they say, "EVERY PENNY
FROM THE EMPTY POCKETBOOKS! PLACE DUTY ON THEIR WARES AND BRING
JAPAN, MEXICO AND EVEN THE CONGO IN, IF IT SO PLEASES OUR BENEFACTORS.
FOR A STINT OF DUTY TOWARD THE RESOURCES OF THE COUNTRY FLEECE THE
FLOCK AND BE GONE!!"
Selah, for tonight. Lateness is the essence here. HATONN at the service of the National
Television Network Programming (11:37 pm).

Thursday, 23rd June 1994

11:23pm

To date, the more complex rudiments of the 12th Degree will play subject, by far, to
the oberlies and oblisques of the future, entirely depending upon the forthright
rudiments of endeavouring those articles of dimensional trivia, so accustomed to the
handling of the most severe of diplomatic consumption and theory. Perchance they will
be pleased to inform of the habit accounted to them in justly fashion.
Evening, dear Seila. Once again introductory values are preempted to the end of the list.
Inform me of your readiness to continue. HATONN employing stand-by. (11:33 pm).
As an accomplished writer, James Mansfield took, in his desire for self-gratification, the
circumferal status of an underling, ready in its desire to achieve greatest content from his work.
(11:53 pm).

THE ATOM NUTRIENTS OF TOMORROW
The inefficiency of today's geneticists is somewhat ranging in equivalent factorial perimeters
within the extremities of conjunctural benefacts. Albeit, there is little tolerance for complicated
jargon, if it fails to extract and justify the common lethargies of the people. In other words, little
use can be made of words if not completely understood. So down to some simplified fashion.
Excuse us please, Seila, transmission has broken. Please rest and prepare for our set
frequency on the morrow. HATONN faithfully at the service of the Nations. Adieu. (12:03 am).
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Friday, 24th June 1994

2:30 am

Those gentlemen who did perform the eulogy of David Thomas Bloomfield, did do so in
regular Naval tradition. A four gun salute, in effect, toward their behavioral loss of subject
soldier status. Endowed with rather the epitome of youth and spirit mounting - the regular 12
gun salute was denied him. For in youth do we succumb to the whims of the extroverts!
Complimentary tatoos indeed! Forthcoming in their desire to be somewhat hip, IN THE NAVAL
ACADEMY DID POOR DAVID, BOTH, CONTEMPLATE AND STRIVE, FOR A "RANK" OF
"NOBILITY", BOTH DENIED HIM BY THE COMMANDING RANKING OFFICER, whom we
wish not to mention, either in rank or style, and the probable Admiral J. T. Benson Esq. in light
of further indolences did rather push under the rug all of that young man's rights and
contemporary designs upon the future of his Country! The one Country in fact that he was
so conditioned to lay his life down for. Why this lengthy disparage of poor David, who found
himself an outcast in a Service, who for the most part took the caveats away from the most
unlikely candidates? THEY BURIED POOR TERROR-STRICKEN DAVY ALIVE - ALREADY
ATTIRED IN HIS BURIAL CLOTHES - his regimented uniform so pressed with conceited
desire toward the goodness of the makings of the Country which he so loved. His crime?
Exporting arms and collecting drug bust victims from....? Well, information need be
hidden and buried did it not? Even at the expense of a lone soldier. His parents, were of
course, notified with: "Missing in action." Final complimentary note with flag attached.
(2:52 am).

CHAPTER SEVEN
GABRIEL'S WRATH UNEQUALLED
IT IS INDEED THE ILL WIND, THAT BLOWS NOBODY GOOD. HOW LONG I HAVE
WAITED! AND WILL WAIT NO LONGER! CONTEMPTUOUS TOWARD THOSE FEW WHO
SLAYED MY SON. WE WILL KNOW NO MERCY, THOUGH THEY PLEAD AND GROVEL
ON THEIR BELLIES AS SNAKES. THIS IS THE DAY OF WRATH!!
TEMPTUOUS IN DESIGN!
HOW WE DO ABHOR, THOSE, WHO WOULD BETRAY US, WHO WOULD, AS HAMMER
US DOWN INTO THE WOOD PULP, AND DIG US A GRAVE IN THE EARTH!! AND THEIR
MEAGRE WAGES WILL BE DEATH!! THE ABYSS, WOULD INDEED TREAT THEM
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KINDER THAN I! THE ROYAL NAVEL ACADEMY - AND TO LOOK AT LOUISVILLE - WE
HAVE SETTLED MATTERS, AS IT WERE.
HOW THINK THEY, THEY TEMPT US, WITH THEIR GUILE. WE WILL NOT BE MOCKED.
OUR HAND COMES DOWN, AS THE DANGEROUS TWO HEADED SERPENT, AND
CAPTURES, THEIR SOULS, OF INIQUITY. DO NOT THINK FOR ONE MOMENT I AM
ALONE IN THIS. YOU MAY PLACE THIS AS ANY CHAPTER YOU SO DESIRE, BUT THIS
WILL NOT BE THE END - OF THE BOOK - OR OF ANY BOOK OF WHICH WE HAVE
WRITTEN, TOGETHER. THERE IS - NOT "ONE"! WHO UNDERSTANDS, GABRIEL'S
WRATH, SAVE PERHAPS, JMMANUEL. FOR I BEAR THE SAME SCAR AS A REMINDER,
IN THE PALM OF MY RIGHT HAND, AS A REMINDER TO ME OF ALL THE TIMES WE
HAVE SENT OUR BRETHREN DOWN IN THE GUISE OF PROPHETS, AND YES, EVEN
PRIESTS. BUT DID YOU KNOW THEM AND REVERE THEM AND LISTEN TO THEM?!
NAY! YOU BLIND FOOLS. INDEED YOU HAVE THE BLIND LEADING THE BLIND IN
EVERY AREA OF YOUR LIVES. THIS WILL NOT CONTINUE ON THIS SPHERE! THOSE
SPEARS SO BROADCAST OVER YOUR NETWORKS - YOUR BROADCASTING SYSTEMS
- IN THE NAME OF MY SON - IT WILL FALL UPON YOUR HEADS. FOR AS YOU LOOK UP
FOR YOUR REDEMPTION - SO WILL YOU MISS IT!

CHAPTER EIGHT
Monday, 4th July 1994

2:42 pm

The criteria for inducing the propulsion method of de-extraction of the polar thrust in
quiet relation to the far extremities of thrust factor one, in its 1st formed elemental mode,
does in fact, send adrift much of the conglomerate fissions of past particles - no pun
indeed intended - and does in effect serve by module to interface with the extracts of the
provisional elemental 1st thrust. Difficult to understand? - Maybe - but not if you're a Solar
Scientist with adherence to the factorial rules of solar ethics par-se. Germain at your crucible of
interrogating factorial equation.
Greetings, Seila. We intend to intervene as Adonai is retroactively collecting his various
descriptions and diagrams for use of dictation in the past book present, which we present to you
in the futuristic sense of your time module. Prepare for exposee, please, from us et tu.
Well, if many ingredients were not needed in the prepersitory influence of interference from
a rather proper source - then indeed it would be of a rather subservient nature that the future
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indexing would be concluded in ranks and files and stored away in the never-never vault of vast
forgetfulness, in that great partition of rooms - in the one of the many, which are marked as
belonging to that arthritic arm of the "protected" - PENTAGON.

PRESIDENTIAL EQUASION
It is with much foreign obligation, that the "Marked Man" of the present doth feel
himself to forfeit his office in compliance with the strictest rules of the Oblique - that
Foreign Nations office, which so condemned Kennedy to his death through the diabolical
workings of the Malaysian Government.
Always be in proper retrospect as far as your outlook is aimed, and beware those few
countries whom you hear so little of. They are usually found to have been used in the
form of the time bombs of immediate destruction. Beware of those whom we have so
warned you of, countless times - for THEY ARE THE WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING and will thusly be kept at the pinnacle of compliance within traditional arbitrary affairs of Unions
of Nation's formatted style, always being the complimentary arbitration between two factions or
more, in which we would then enter, within the paramount exposition - the "Among" group, of
being, of course, three or more - substance matter in formulation with those few self-sacrificing
doubts, duly tuned in to the expedient affairs of the global extraction.
Break, little one, for an exposee has once again formatted its end for the time past. I AM AT
YOUR SERVICE IN EVERY ASPECT, LORD GERMAIN RELATING CIRCUMSPECT. (3:06
pm).

Friday, 8th July 1994

12:13am

We depict the Nations as an outgoing virus, which in its most severe mode of
happenstance, has served equally in its commonplace racial plurality of a most distinguished
enterprise.
The epilogue, which to date has naught but been written by our authority in these few
selected writings, proved no more their worth of today than did the exactness of timecomplimentary on the morrow.
Seila, we bid you and yours greeting and do also hold you "all" in the highest regard on this
simple of planes. Be distinguished, or rather, continue to portray as such on our behalf for the
meagre productivity of our sources and resources, to date.
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THE G-MEN HANG THEMSELVES
Washington at its finest in its military detail is exemplary in its examinations and
explanations of the financial planning of the Houston based military convoy of the
armament pact treaty.
Viruses vs "warfare supreme" is the most exemplary method of covering up and sanctifying
rumours spread about D-Day with regards and concerns toward the abduction of the whole
close ties of the Hitler Regime. And you still believed that those documents found in the
vaults of the Naval Base, who so ceremoniously tracked down each of the culprits, were
anything but forged! Well, a good morning to you. We can see it's high time you all woke
up.
Plausible at the outset, lets take a quick look; then also at the inset of those "blinding little
diamonds of integrity." Lo and behold - do not substitute faith for doctrine lest you be found
wanting in the halls of gloom and doom in Montegomas!
The Naval Bases, to be sure throughout the whole, meaning every square inch of
North America, is under firm rule as well as a mediocre dominion of authoritative rule of
the henchmen contrite of elitist-based sanctimonious-religiously - as you please caricatures of manufacturing plumb-balled base metals for the melting down of subatomic crisis warheads for the "Just-in-Case" clause of contract.
Still think all this is plausible? Or just highly plausible? Decipher each context of the
conglomerated substantial artifacts, rather, consumption of material belonging to the Brothers,
of whom we were and are, and you have indeed found a menagerie of conscious control - US!
The plausible (there's that word again) likelihood of a faintly familiar stabilizing factor of
completion for our people as well as yours.
Let us work together for your sake, indeed, for as well as ours. The set is down for tonight.
ST. GERMAIN taking the front duty desk while Hatonn is away. Strictest desire of completed
correspondence due, front and forward and banked up on either side. Salu, Seila. GERMAIN
closing remarks - out! (12:44 am).
If, in the end, justice is no more than that same token affair as did the cause of Heilmiker,
then so does the criteria so brought forth, as latent in its module.
Greetings, Seila, our littlest one of the Team. It is always our desire to foot the bill or
expenditures on behalf of our work. You do your bit, always, as does Reni. A little more is
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expected of us though. Are you ready to begin at last? There has been some confusion up
here. It does occur from time to time. Hatonn to begin.
The twin flight of the mass production of Jupiter B & C Module is, of course, in the sub
process of escaping debt village. The cost was, of course, found to extend the pocketbooks of
the designers by the trillions, if the truth were known. Nay, not for only two little modules, but for
the sake of the twenty sub-standard protocol drawings, engineering equipment, design
capsule/module, and of course, not forgotten, the epic between Russia (at the time) and
Hungary, with its dire instrumentation. Then down the line wherewith all other expenses! Reign,
albeit. Turkey and its monkeyshine business conglomerated its desire with the epics of Russia.
Scandinavia joined in in its staid fashion to wave a supporting hand. And then the epic
discovery in Bulgaria! Forbid! Those baby troops unaccounted for to the death of the madman
and to the vile supporters of an elitist society! Those poor victims!
This round over. New topic heading necessary please, Seila.

JORDAN TAKES A CHANCE
Libya did not wish to so much as trouble herself with the dignitaries of the 4th Battalion, P.C.
Comrade Benson did always oversee to the very best welfare of his troops. Admirable man in
our eyes - stifled not the courtesy of philanderers nor helpful and caring protracting of the
villagers! Helpful indeed...! Obsession abound is always the lead benefactor, and as such forerunner of the social changes mandatory to the elitist factions.
Break for a short while please, Seila, until we require your services. HATONN out. (2:16
pm).

A SENSELESS CHAPTER

2:23 pm

Siamese twins are all born with a faction of insensibility to the other's wants as their own.
They each prefer to own a circumspect of truth as pertaining to their own reality regarding the
effumene of utopia, as far as their existence occurs. These ones have never learned to
share their emotions, tools of the trade, or anything else for that matter. AND SOME DO
NEED A CLOSED-UP LESSON now and again. Period! End of chapter lesson.
Seila. Transmitting interference does escalate. We have satellite beam out - which are
protracting the elements necessary to acquire a damiable appearance of sub cores, which relay
juncture effects upon the ethers. If this is somewhat muddled then you have a better
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understanding of our situation. Please stand by while our teams work to rectify the problem.
May take a while, Seila. I AM HATONN on standby for the fulfilment of my duty.

Saturday, July 9th, 1994

3:22 pm

We're right back on schedule here, Seila, and the vacation, of a sorts, has done me good.
Vitality is a strength I need to enhance in my somewhat perched position. Adieu for this short
dialogue and now, if you are indeed ready, down to business. I would like to thank Germain
again, for his help in my dictation, though I am sure the dialogue is quite elevated from what
perhaps I, myself, would have written. Again, Germain, a large "THANK YOU" for stepping in
when I was stepping out.
Luxembourg was in the most pronounced state of rejection by UN forces during the mid
1917's to 1920's. God did - in a way, according to their thesis - prove Himself, in a way,
instrumental to the enormous task of "Ironbreaker" among the elevated entities of the Quebec
alliance. And Strafford, England, the U.S.A. in all it's complimentary shifts of alliance, at the
time, did picket the standoffish pride of Diefenbaker, and had him elevated to the status of
prototype of world leader! Many surprises are oft in the making, as far as countries, towns and
cities concern themselves. Here, we must allude to the fact, that in our writings we do submit to
you, that we do not bother to separate countries, nations, townships, cities nor continents from
each other. We leave that up to you, the student. Our main job is to acquire as much
information as possible and get it out to you!

JOURNEYS ON THE FAR SIDE OF NOWHERE
Pronounced Spectrum! That is the whole elevated cause portrayed by those fancy selfseeking bureaucrats. "Pronounced spectrum" - indeed! What a trouble inclined to enhance
doubt among it's patrons! And what are we talking about here?
Well, take for yourself a good strong dose of liathide solution. You know, don't you of that water solvent? Touche! Poison the edits of the people, and when (you) then find
your soul and what you have done to them and their posterity, THEY SHALL HANG YOU
BY YOUR LOINS AND SUFFUSE YOU WITH TACTS OF A NATURE, SO EMPLOYED, AS
TO BE ALMOST RUTHLESSLY ADMINISTERED TO THE EACH ONE OF YOU!! KNOW YE
WHAT? YE WILL EACH DESERVE OF THIS SMALL TORTURE, FOR THE INSTIGATOR
OF THE CAUSE WILL WALK IN YOUR REALM INTO THE VORTEX OF INIQUITY AND
THUS WILL YOU AND YOUR UNGODLY PROTOCOL FOLLOW HIM.
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That is a day too nearby for the likes of you. And if we find thee to quake in thy shoes, then
so be it! For to fell the timbers of the mountains upon your shoulders would be too quick
and too merciless toward those who are not of the calibre to even spit upon your dead
carcasses: for they are the ELEVATED ONES - the MOST HOLY ONES - and every One
too good to mingle with your personalities. They, instead, do find themselves WELL
EQUIPPED and WELL JUSTIFIED to deal with yourselves on a more pronounced level,
and have thought to leave you in dire experience into the most capable hands of your
more dire (according to thee and thy structure of thinking terms, anyway) enemies - the
TRICOTS - those poor "extraterrestrial," which you have so very cruelly exploited and
mistreated.

Adieu. Format completed. Thank you, Seila, on behalf of Star Section Command Post
Company "B" of the Radiar Section of Memphis, Tennessee. See you again soon - JEDU.

HATONN ESCAPES INTO THE Z COMPLEX AT 7:10 EASTERN TIME
Penning will proceed shortly. Please work with Adonai for a time, little one. Germain at your
service, indeed. (4:03 pm).

Sunday, 10th July 1994

1:19 pm

Another new day on the horizon almost past. But do not worry yourself, little one, for the
very best in life, meaning the delicacies, have indeed come into clear focus and wherein have
somewhat "grabbed" our "short" attention span. Now, that was a jibe! Loud and clear
frequency today, little one of our Team, to date. Hatonn at the helm. Distinguished and ready
to proceed, I suppose. I really should keep these personalized manuscripts to you to a bare
minimum, for I find they may succeed in taking up a significant portion of the book.
"The figment of one's imaginings often tend to be without merit, and given to the strictest or
most severe possibility of an equivalent to some far outreached abstract drawing would indeed
symbolize the context of a somewhat abbreviated document with it's many self-acquired
figments of another's imaginings.
"Pope Paul, as we have it so recorded in the most permanent Archives of Time, did at once
submit to us through most uncategorized and holy summonings of the ungodly texture, the
source of his most elevated power, or rather in simpler terms, his own power source.
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"And methinks if we be clever enough, us, on this stricken hemisphere, perchance with
unduly restraint do we unto ourselves place the most strictest element of societal judgement
against us of the predicament of the people. So help us God for the most crudely thoughtout extremities upon this, our people, who once in perfect harmony did so strive toward
the perfection of the mind! But nay, and alas, the picture on the wall finds itself changing and
of an angle in readiness to fall... "The Sopworth Camel did much in its bitterness toward
the eclipse of its age. So be it - another Age is come to pass."
JEDU cutting in with resources pertaining to the Enlightened Dawn of the Eventide. Jedu
Out.

Well, little one, please do not record this front portion in the context, as "Hatonn at the Helm"
LEFT! All jokes aside, as I am really not known for my sense of humour. (It is) not my
outstanding feature!

SYMPHONIES OFF STAGE
Approximately 1920 the Netherlands feathered their nest egg with the so-called military
posse of Jamaican philosophy as well as musical design of that age. Do these people now
hope to ever regain the shred of decency they once held, or perchance the upper moulding of
their bodies still serves to elevated unwonton pain, a prejudice against those who are so well
equipped and healthily endowed with the physical designs of "beauty unfolded", or should we
say rather, enfolded in the clothing-type apparel. We really have seen little change here in that
dominion, and have sworn, as they would put it, to uphold the sanctions of edicate to the Ruling
Class in the high and determined hopes that the injuncture necessary for them to forsake the
path of the ungodly will as quickly grab a tight hold on them as naught as it first did to enrope
them in the immoral cause toward iniquity. Perhaps there is yet hope for these estranged
countries.
Grandpa Solomon, a wise man, once said of the type Quakers of our day, that "The only
benefit to society was the Achilles type of ABSTINENCE FROM LUST WITHOUT THE
EXTRACTION OF THE LOVE ESSENCE, only found between the 'withers of the twain'."
Break please, Seila. We feel to call upon thee at a later date here. God Bless! Sefram
popping in with a drive special on the Bandwagon. Adieu. (2:00 pm).

11:30 pm
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Greetings once again. Toward the progression of the day sanctified only the
probable partitioning of the major breakdown of the car lot industry, so to speak.
My main purpose of design tonight, the 5th portion of the day rather in our estimation, is
sometimes applicable to the rowing verbatim inline designers of major manufacturing
franchisers. In our other words, the upswing tending to occur in these particular days are only
unsurpassed by the previous follow-up of doctrinal appliances forthwith unto the right of
existence toward all and any industry capabilities. The possibilities are simply endless in their
design of fortitude versus factorial alignment of surplus accounts, only to be held accountable
by the poor misfortune of observatory instinct of demand. Forsake not your enemies, for they
may just prove to be the sweepstake of tomorrow in your field or line of work.
Controversy itself has oft dealt with as a sacrifice of arms in the tooling industries. But you
already know about that, we're sure!

ALLEGATIONS OF A SORT
Never, ye ones, in all my life have (I) noted duly, by the fact of alleviating circumstantial
evidence, does the Cloak of mere Injustice fit the brashness of the torque in all its repugnant
respite, due to the Preliminary Hearing to take place among his adversaries. The mere sight
of such further injustices wretched upon the slumped shoulders of such a victim of
posterity doth never fail to harmonize with the thoughtlessness of humanity, working in
all its poorest intellectual glory.
Adieu for this pitiful section of this pitiful planet. Guarantee this wage, for I am in
abhorrence with all God's Creatures on this one. SEFRAM standing on in for the counting
of the "practitioners." (11:55 pm).

TAILORED FOR EXPERTISE - LORD GERMAIN
Monday, 11th July 1994

12:09am

Sefram and Co. doth seem to inherit at times a rather precarious downdraft of exemplary
form, when it is somewhat to be shown in an excrucionary doctrine or method of conjecture.
Albeit, we, in turn, do most duly agree with his methods of dialogue as well as his mode of
contextual feeling.
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THE CATASTROPHE OF O.J. SIMPSON
We succumb to the relishing of a "steak" adrift in the modulated drift of time toward those
henchmen of the courts, of which we do believe "kangaroos" to be present. ALIVE and
WELL! - Under the rule of proximity, left to run amuck within the institutions of the bereft nations
of aqueducts, seemingly harmless enough at its source, only to find condemnation within the
ranks of the informatory by perchance, doth it strive to even alleviate the height of examination
from the defence - but herewith do We - the Wrothful Ones, oversee for the sole purpose
of "Edict Immoral" due to come into play within its own proper time code - only to find
those sinful gasometers the right to convict themselves, duly, with their own well
qualified lack of integrity.
I AM GERMAIN, well qualified to the duty of Robotitist Technical Implants. Next on this
agenda. (Concluded at 12:24 am).

ROBOTS AND THEIR TECHNICAL COUNTERPARTS
The tenure for this grammatical error in the beginning of the stationery manuscript, which
was in adherence to the partitioning of certain facilities due to extreme changes in climatical
temperature gauges.
Greetings. Downloading is somewhat simpler under these terms. Proceed please with
direction.
It behooves us in turn to articulate the demands upon the Elders, who so are held by their
own manufacturing in that well-discovered Eastern Section Camp David. It has been brought
to our attention, that an Eventide ago, and here we speak in conjecture of our own time
period...... Here we turn the ranks over circumspectly to the one most qualified: Gyeorgos
Hatonn. I do, however, most fully intend on offering my services, wherewith documented proof
doth warrant it. Take one short break, and we thank you for your contribution. GERMAIN out.
(12:38 am).
Political corruptness is due in the very extreme near future to blow a hole within its
ranks of being. Proper procedure would indeed have alleviated the navigational outflow in
relation to certain aspects of the alliance. Albeit, it had become necessary to dwarf the rhetoric
from the flow of necessary documents which tend to agonize the crucibles of exterior noncompliance.
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Manufacturers of the non-robotic industry, as we do have here non-essential preliminary
departments, along with their departmental Heads of States, i.e. Housington, Maxwell and the
Cedar leading industry of wood pulp manufacturing tenure. Now adhere to this, dear ones, it is
a fact well known by some, little known by others, that the immediate practice of the housing
implants, due to make a big impact upon the international marketplace, i.e. through both, the
European Common Markets as well as through the international grid of the underground
marketplace (here we do speak of strictly the elitist malpractice which is kept in all its grandest
secrecy). Toning down on nuclear weapons proves neither to be a sanctimonious start nor
endows one with the sublime intrical practice of design upon the integers. Strictly speaking,
those little-used caucasian implants, perhaps of the strain of Camp David alone, doth
strive to inhabit the oracles within the human mind mechanism. The controlling factor
here doth make itself unsurmountable to that particular strain of elitist force and
guidance and thusly contributes to the adherence of Protocol Factor "D" in the full
essence of its planning. Both, world leaders, as well as Heads of State and leaders of other
portions such as belonging to the Right of Nations so interconnected as to be well interrelated
within the ranks of the echelon High Order of Council: PROTOCOL ZIONIST!
Winnipeg is the strategic centre of all nationalistic synchronized A-plomb
indecencies. Here we have retrieved unto ourselves the record of the nearest cause
sanctimonious in the highest quality of design technology. Herewith do we allude to and
examine the fact of the Military's previous encounterment with synchronized terrorism.
Those little "mothballs" have most surely succeeded in eating away the fabric of tomorrow,
rather than protecting it. Immigration imminent, if outward-bound.

CAMP DAVID INTACT
Stationary troops continue to guard the undergrid work of a complex which is rare in
appearance - downwardly speaking. Entrapped, succumb to the wishes of the few, and do
you know where your leaders are?
Try this on for size: ENCASED WITHIN COFFIN-LIKE STRUCTURES UNTIL THE
SUPPLEMENT OF DIET FORMS AN OATH WITH THEIR FLESH-STATE OF BEING.
Perchance then, they would adhere to their contrivances of elitist's methods of attack!
Remember the "Mark"? It is more of a controlling device than merely an ionized stamp of
approval. LUCK OUT, IF YOU GET ONE. A simple case of damned if you do and damned if
you don't. You don't have a lot of leeway here, either way. The downtown apartments of Camp
David have been upgraded!
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The underground complex perpetrates perhaps the only scientific department - so well
known and so well equipped by degrees of the highly technical field of Aero Robotics.
The standing order of the day was started in 1976 for the beginning of coded Grade D in
design of the most severe and detrimental implants of that decade. Here we have razor
shops, coded barium labs, fully authorized SINC stations, adjusted to mercury intake diagnostic
applicational data. THE HORROR-STRICKEN ESCAPEES! FOR AS FAR AS THE HALLWAY
WOULD ALLOW THE RECAPTURING AND REASSIGNING OF ELEMENTAL STATIONS
AND LOCK-UP IN THOSE COFFIN-LIKE STRUCTURES TO KEEP SURVEILLANCE UNDER
CLOSE CONTROL.
Food fed through a piping device, through such apparatus, was sickening in its
abbreviated form. For Hell-in-High-Waters, only those who succumbed knew of its true
meaning.
The underground Chapter will conclude for tonight. We do hereby extend our utmost
gratification unto the penning of your hand, our dear Reni. We hope we have not sickened you
to the degree wherewith sleep would elude the either of you. We intend to provide a next
peaceful scenario. Dwell on it, please, for respite. HATONN and Co. out. Adieu. 1:23 am
Monday, 11th July 1994.

JULY 11TH BREAKER
Monday, 11th July 1994

A mad sordid affair does contend with the apocalypses of the National Journal and its most
cumbersome of a sorts - BRAINWASHING MANOEUVRE!
Greetings on this morrow, you both. Are it to seem a bit offhand strange in our singular
appearance upon the platitudes of this particular day? Time is closing in on your expedient race
and moreover at a most sanctimoniously given level. Let us gain precedence over those small
minds who think to flourish before their appointed time is duly past due in their topic accounts of
themselves - while in our estimation the bell soon stops tolling on their behalf.
Proceed, dear Seila, for I have much to try and say.
Instinctively, all concerns do lie at the bottom of the pit of complete insanity. The doldrums?
Do you perceive? Handyman, of a sort, do we so hope to instruct to the winning side of infinity:
ALLEVIATE THE INJUSTICE OF IONIZED MERCURY-BASED ACID IN CONTENT! YHWH
would certainly be dismayed, me-lads... Cantaloupe at the side would nev'r hope to extract a
surmountable escapade of reliant hope, permitted perchance on the most intrical design most
offered within the echelon-ranks of the merit machine.
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And now, a Hatonn exclusive to follow in twain mixing of the Holocaust Effect upon the
joints of the infirmatory bound: FOR AS THEY WRITE IT - SO THERE SHOULD THEY LIVE
IT.
Hatonn in the ranks called out.
consequention concern.

Selah, Seila and Reni, both. JUNO in effectual

THE INTERLUDE TO CAMP "CRUCIFIX"
It is a matter of choice after all, as far as the delegates to the National Defence Category
consists of in overall spectrum of observatory feeling versus emotional intellect.
Hindsight is often found to be by far the best method of examination, duly understood, as
well as noted among the best of the Best.
Conscience quickly deadens upon the eve of destruction in the minds of those coconspirators of Itheeaxe - Domas - Delaware: "But extract, please, those fewly used
compounds of deluge for our sadistic purposes." This lies on the fertile tongues of those
G-Men-type effigies UNTIL THEIR AGE OF DESTRUCTION ROLLS AROUND.
How do our leaders behave themselves well within the confines of artillery fire? So
well guarded, that they can barely tell the difference between soldiers and the air around
them. Talk about "Density Intact"...
Break for three, little one. Papers blown amiss off desk. Windy much in the atmosphere as
such. Now it seems your turn to distinctly wait. (2:29 pm).
Thank you, Seila, for coming promptly. (2:33 pm)
Infrastructure at the height of its almost permanent existence is second to none in its
artificial flavouring of contextual design - in other words: look at those bunkers! So well thought
out within the realms of abyss-like conjecture of appliance, which duly do seem to work in
accordance with extractness of the ulterior motive in design.
We have other well preserved, well equipped, and most well preserved institutions as well:
Ever heard of the Duct Tank Express down in Holden, B.C. (British Colombia)? Try extracting
that from your completed diary of eulogies! Then we have the essence of complete dialogue of
strange happenstances, so kept secret and hidden away through the well-equipped resources
of X-FILING, undoubtedly. Please check your power supply in the Continuum!
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Next, but not least in order, of less desirable to even hear about are: The razor sharp
facilities held co-opted among the patients of the B.U.R.N. DEPT. How about the
Astrophysics LAB??! Ahh, now we're breaking ground! And the terrible tie in it has, with
current Naval vessels, abhorred by all - BRITISH SEAMEN! Surprise? Not as likely as it would
seem.
Winnebago, at its greatest element of sacrificial mechanics in the most well-known-of
mechanical auto design, interiorly speaking.
The sophomore of the entire strategic system has finally made to elevate himself to the
status of full Sub-Commander - without as much as a murmur seen or heard in his court.
Griffith, you're smart! Duly noted for your walk in compliance to the out-working of their
"rather-adrift-in-the-wind" - outmoded systems.
Seila, break. We have regained a compliable start and the pen is fair flying. Ahoy, Mates!
HATONN off to the Aqueduct. (2:53 pm).

Tuesday, 12th July 1994

4:19 pm

Uganda was no more than a sacrificial lamb in the tainted dialogue of the elitist
manufacturers, of Congress-style lunacy.
Betwixt the foreguard of the ionized components of Radium-Barium Diagnostic Facsimile
there did doth rise to a formidable power the substance of so cruelly under-awakening the Dios
from its supplementary realm of cantankerous affiliation. Illuminated!
The utter disgust felt by so few, to be sure, is perchance the most horrific in ganglion "instructure" as Irius in stature vs Sublime Naturale.
Statutory confinement of a more or less illiterate degree hath proved utterable consumption
of the Section Command of World Intrical Devices, pertaining to epochal equipment. So forth
and so forth - as it goes on - never stopping in its travels to cease to exist, even for a mad
moment. Even its life source - exploitation at its distinct best, has no equivalent to the epathgy
in the Barium Reef undertakings.
Greetings again, and down to work in my forthright dispositional way. The Barium Reef is
muchly indeed so involved, or rather, has involvement of itself in the wicked working of the
unmentionable few. Dialogue completed. Shortann and his edict. Damiam to produce. (4:38
pm).
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Wednesday, 13th July 1994

3:27 pm

Greetings, dear ones. The tide continueth in its rolling-in mode: in the to and fro injuncture
modes of effect. Scattered among the nations of tomorrow are pinned in eulogies of
highinsight elitist behavioral texture concurrent with the none-effect of tomorrow. In
plain fact: THEY - NOT ONE - WILL BE SEEN THERE! By us, anyways. So much for your
protocol on the english language. I just like it that way.

SANTO DOMINGO IS HAVING THE REPUBLIC OF ITS TIME
This poor offshoot of forlorn Jamaican sub-standard rite is and may well become ill equipped
in handling its own stationary security devices. Sub-atomic paraphernalia, incredibly as it
may hereby sound to you, has within its folds of governmental control the euthanasia
project by its "balls." A rather underlying crude text, we profess, but here again - it is for the
sole purpose of regaining the context of truth to whom this is for. (Explanation necessary to
appease Seila, the delicate one of the Group. Our apologies. We must now suffer the
continuance of this sad decadence. Hatonn).
Dawn glows with the radiance of a subservient tidal parclipse (partial eclipse).

DOWN THE BYWAY OF HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARY
On the road again doth merely stand to signify the soft glory of all mediators of truth, par se,
intact with universal wisdom - thrown down by countless ages of undeamiable lessons so
seldom incurred by the diatories of Southern Belle Fatigue. Talk about histories - the
contrivances of Civil War manifestation elect. What a shuddering era - toned down only by the
projectory of again - highinsight in its immediate salutional barge of discovery.
The civil war at its best, which lasted a little over seven crucial years all, told, three on each
side with one as the buffer stage. And here we speak of not only the war crisis intricate itself, of
which there were fewer years foretold and well documented, but of the complete bubbling of the
pot in order to throw everyone - man and his kins - into the soup of desecration. Black and
White? Black vs White! In this stewing pot we have both meat as well as potatoes. (To)
alleviate the black/white complexities of today would be one tremendous effort of a kind yet
unseen and unexperienced by mankinds today.
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Tragically speaking - SUPERIORITY, or rather perceived superiority, doth tend
oftimes to see to it to entrench those poor madmen of the depilogue century 15th, to be
exact, to the familiar role of "tyrant god" exact among the populace of their choice.
"Abraham Lincoln did caught this, Masa Sur. An ifin it be to the likin and effectual alright of
Mistress Ann Blakely - than maybe we could see to our way ever clear to leave this here place.
Uhh, Suzy, who says we got to stand any kind of a chance among these heare folks. Theys
white folks, and you knows perfectly well what that means." An epilogue by poor minstrel Henry
Lucas - "Black Boy" they called him.
Whitewashed audacity! Does the still ineffectual whitewash current rock the boat in its
discrimination? Well, melads, this isn't only rotten to the core of humanity, but serves as a
barrier - detrimental to the equipment of deliberate growth of menstrual pains for those who so
do encumber themselves as to the poorly thought-out policies of our elitist benefactors of racist
population.
The concurrent style of non-interference most carefully rides on the brink of absolute
destruction of all our governmental policy. The same you remember, which did so
effectually take the lives of the Duke of Wellington, Luther, Martin, and John/Jack Kennedy.
Time, date and mode is not concurrent in our time, remember. That is possibly for you and
yours to sort out.
Adieu, on more unspeakable acts. ST. GERMAIN pulling with Juno and Hatonn, Lord of the
Leaches - undercover assignment. Out for today - Adieu. (4:16 pm).

Sunday, 17th July 1994

12:58pm

Greeting to you both, Seila, on such a beautiful day in Texas! We have oft wondered what
brought you here as only the highest and best would elaborate on the decrements of the oil
patch theory. It is so favourable, that you are indeed able to read between the lines of our
opique theories of documented proof, which we have so inclined ourselves to study for the
benefit of passing on to all of mankind. Thank you both for joining us in our craft and all means
or mode of thankfulness intact will be awarded we all for the continual benefication of mankind's
wellness retinue. Again, a good morning, rather afternoon now, is indeed on the horizon. It is
high time we provided ourselves with the equipment on the downside of life for the effectual
proof of our labours, sequential. Hatonn most anxious to begin.

THE DIADEM OF EXTRORDINAIRE
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The New Day Dawning - and if we were to subject ourselves to its light, we would indeed
find ourselves to be relative to the complexities of the diadem within its equational structure of
relativity. I perceive I begin to sound more like an Einstein rather than a Hatonn at the Political
Top of everything. Selah.
Pigments of your imagination would be rather equatorial if indeed you were to subject
yourselves to your rather lucid imagination with regards to the outpouring of YOUR OWN HOLY
SPIRIT. Methinks it be somewhat of a shame, and here I am in accordance and well full
agreement with our brother Hatonn in the text of his equational design, and by this we simply
allude to the fact that theory in the etherworld reflects unduly in its formulaic possibilities. For
formatted structure always reflects formulated restructuring possibilities. The Universe, my
friends and acquaintances, doth always, and hath always in effectual concern, remain with the
formulated comprisement factor, which in other terms refers to this precisely: THE UNIVERSAL
FACTORIAL PLACEMENT IS MADE UP OF NONE OTHER THAN THE COMPLIANCES OF
FORMULATED DATA. This to you is most probably made up of intricacies, while we of the
Fourth Quadrant, who so come to you from more time than less not-time, have tried the
placement within the perimeters of the diadem, and found that not all extremities do fit within the
perimeters of design module intricate.
Please break for four (minutes), while we strive to regain our composure and let Hatonn
back on the track. DAMIAM breaking in and out on signal.
It is distinctly possible that in light of future events satisfactory requirements, more or less
in..... (just a minute, I lost my ribbon type - anyway, it has always been a requirement of mine to
always subject myself to the use of this paper artifact and on this plane to subject oneself to the
gathering of wind-blown artifact, is on occasion anything but constructive in its implementation.
So be it. My apologies, little one, though I perceive you did take it upon yourself to find the
humour of my little escapade most lightheartedly enjoyable! My smiles toward you as well!)
The Concord in its design is most efficient for a plane on this sphere and in its dimensions
shall we further strive for seclusion of a mad sort as we perceive our way intact on this giant
bird-like structure to the largest in a while seen - Mad Hatter parties.
Dimensional attributes? Naught but fraught within the best caricatures! Consignment goods!
But holy architecture profound so laid among the vast wastes of the goodly continental
armedial structure. Lest I divulge too much and land those goodly ones in much hot water, I
succeed to the format of design modulated within the outwardly structure of our successive
party place. You will need to read more than between the lines to decipher this one place.
Good Luck!!
Seila, I am stepping out for a brief moment. Take to yourself a short break until I return with
more than approximate theory. HATONN out on set signal. Selah. (1:51 pm).
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SUNDAY, JULY 17, 1994
Sunday, 17th July 1994

5:26 pm

Well, little one, Hatonn won't be joining us for a little while. His dictations have escaped the
elitist Journal and for that he has had to attend that "undefiled" Mad-as-a-Hatter Tea Party
again. For his benefit only will I stand in so as not to let him fall too far behind in his dialogue to
you for the benefit of the Nations. GERMAIN PRESENT IN REPRESENTATION OF THE
HATONN RESUME.
Without further adieu we have finally succeeded in our formulation of the contractual
epilogue between the two succeeding countries of your choice: the benefactors of Korea as
well as the removal of the dictatorial escapade of the Japan nuclear warhead. Albeit, the horror
of this controversy rests in the laps of the Federal Establishment of SNB, and if this is not
sufficient proof of their underhanded way of releasing private censored information, then I would
very much like to be on the informant side of this depilogue.
Samson and his edicate are to be held wholly responsible for the tiedown of Saudi
Arabia and if you do not think that for one moment his sheiks do not understand the scope
factor contained in their self motivated plan for the rigging of terminals and oil well tankers, then
you do have a lot to learn.
What do you think, if anything, happened in Northern Iraq in the 1991 year forum? Guess
again, for the capabilities of northern disaster and, of course, the elitist action through
military forces in the putting away the forces of the extra-elitist factions on the
roundabout side of the textrum (coin), then we would have had, do you not see, not a
release of cause of world dictatorium but rather the rationale of circumspectual affairs
dealt blow after blow by the faction from the southern regions!
Arafat was not so endowed with the brigades of fascism, but was indeed the draft
blueprint toward the elitist mode of cause and effect extraordinaire. What ludicrous
motion on behalf of the farming southern districts! More had their paws in the pie than ever let
on. Arafat was a schoolboy in comparison to his compromisers, which, if entirely left to
their own folly, would have nevertheless not only succeeded within their own set
perimeters of aggressive war-type warfare, but would have proven themselves before the
world to discover the heinous villainous archetypes they really show themselves up to
be. This is old news, and we are aware of this, but we find it applicable to set the record
straight wherever it is offline. GERMAIN at the punchline - settled in the equinox.
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HATONN'S CONCLUSIVE STUDY
Monday, July 18th, 1994

9:30 pm

Within the realms of infinity, which is a very large spectrum, such as they have simply strung
you around the solar plexus of their mind, you must learn to simply wave infinity at its source in
the face of some much lower extraction of the definition of matrix internal. The node of
nonsense in its midst.
Concurrent with the ineffectual good of such dire qualms of frustrated quality, it was such as
that man Diefenbaker in all his thought-out substantiated form, who, to be in the midst of such
fancy of contractual governmental ties, were suddenly left bereft in the institution of their choice.
Climax unfulfilled? Possibly so, but even so, more we could hereby attribute the dearth of
information so wielded by we ones within the confederacy of our State demands.
Texans behoove themselves to institute the gain bayers naturell, which is indicative of their
compliant choice of underlings. We have the soul of the Nation thus far, and here we speak not
only of America herself, but of the whole continent. In the strictest sense of the word, we have
so provided you, among other methods, with the undivulgitory use of the Stictine Powder
Source. Maybe, just maybe, you will one day learn within your little hospital cells to ferment the
appitoires of contextual sacrificial demands upon the people, for the people, and of the people.
The General in authority over Arctic troops, hearsay, is mandatory and met with the needs and
within the forum of edikett.
HATONN at the source. Follow-up on dispersed writing to be submitted by our St. Germain.
10:00 pm.

DOUBLETALK UNFOLDING AT THE SEAMS
Tuesday, 19th July 1994

3:18 pm

Greetings as usual, dear Seila. The complexity of the National problem is of such a source
that it lowers the equilibrium of the prostate gland of the fragmented dictatorial section of
Uranus. Here we do not speak of planet equivalent, but rather of a technical supply post,
endowed in the Appalachians in Southern Quebec - Ontario being the passageway to the dark
realms of the Dakota subways. Watch Trudeau, ye ones of simplemindedness, for he has
definitely not left to himself out of the one woodwork of possibility intricate. What design
subjected toward the people of that plane, namely, the token participant - Canada. Far cry from
"Reign with Trudeau and his four closest henchmen." Avoir!
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May we still place ourselves at liberty to proceed? There is doubletalk that exists here,
which is directed at a few - and it is they, who indeed will decipher unto themselves and within
the realm of their own direction, that will prove therein a manifestation of dubious doubts
personified and rectified in that most precious conscious of their being. Consciousness being
the guide of all areas of one's life intricate design working within the module of the mindsequence. By this and through this method of determining will the majority of you - suffice to
say - stand on guard over your own position, theory or rectal theologies. Here, we want to see
and experience, on behalf of all peoples upon this plane, the overseeing of degradable action inertia - to refrain further from its glorified diadem. Should we fail at this late date within your
pocketbook history to impress upon yourselves through our many visits with your Senors as
well as Heads of Staff, then let us express to you in this fashion our latest and final request: if
the Bloc does not hit the gigantic fan of iniquity for the fourth time 'round by the time the equinox
fails - you will have survived the wipeout of entire nations, which would mention - that by your
own hand you will have ceased to stifle the people through your economy and rather have hit
the first rung of the long ladder back up on your karmic duties, one toward the other. Albeit,
knowing the likes of you too well, we discern the most likely possibility of duty toward your rank
- being of the "great flood effect." So whereby what indeed is new? Caution need not be
thrown to the wind, and as each of the words in the opening portion are but coded in meaning remember if no immediate action is taken when these words fall into the hands of your
soul - then swift action on our part will be implemented. And we know how to write!
Remember, words - not dogma - have always been our Hallmark of Success.
Thank-you Seila, for these few moments you have taken for us. We look forward to our next
contractual position. I AM THE LIGHT IN MINE OWN ESSENCE, IN CONNECTION WITH
THE CREATION. I AM JUNO FROM THE ATARI SECTION - NORTH-WESTERN REALM OF
INFINITY. SELAH. (3:53 pm).

A WARNING TO YOUR ELEMENTS

7:58 pm

The monstrosities which so humorously effected the Earth's atmospheric change in
humidity, did nil to change the directional shift of equatorial pride. Naught however, it was of a
mere token effect, that that precisely subjected humour, as was attributed to Farnox Jupiter distribution inappropriate. Well, so be it to the utter disgrace of companion of people's worlds.
Flock around, ye ones, and listen to the Masters of Knowledge, for they indubiously have
contained within the realm of their untouched wisdom the perfect faculties in which to
ordain themselves into greater heights, or rather depths, as it were.
The utter confusion of the Icons, perceived in the rudimentary judicial aspect of your sorry
existences, as looked at in the subjective manner, of course, need be neither attributed to the
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people within or below your Earth's crust. But instead of a forum made by yourselves - a highly
unlikely front for discomposure of the eyelets of elitist society - toward this, we feel to attribute
the function of your higher senses, being of a semi-structural mass held within the headgear of
your own pronounced apathy. Heresy shall indeed be your freeing factor, if you are humble and
have wisdom enough to leave her alone - untouched. And truthe - be it as one with the
Universal Laws of Creation.
"Dubious, My Dear Watson, Undoubiably." And, of sort of, the caricature of formatted
composure, adrift down the spine of the Jamaican resources. That will be the epitaph of this
sorcery for tonight.
REMEMBER, TOY NO MORE WITHIN THE HERETIC FACTION, FOR THERE WILL BE
NO MORE TORTURINGS, NOR BURNINGS, NOR HANGINGS, BUTCHERINGS
PRONOUNCED - BUT PUT YOUR BUTTOCKS ON THE BLOCK OF INIQUITY WHILE
INSANITY SURGES, FOR THUSLY, THE LAST TIME. The time of the end is almost, my
friends, at her final moment. Be wise. Reconsider the words of the Equinoxal Masters,
and those of you who can, who read and understand, both, RAISE YOUR EYES INDEED,
FOR YOUR REDEMPTION THROUGH THE HIGHER POWER OF YOUR MIND IS IN ITS
TWILIGHT HOUR OF CONDITION!!
We close. WE ARE THE MASTERS OF THE FOURTH REALM OF THE EVENTIDE
MAGNA. Resign. (Concluded 8:17 pm).
Saturday, 23rd July 1994

7:19 pm

Greetings, Seila. We are a hopeful bunch when it comes to our getting our writing under
way. Procreation does not always come into its fullest requirements on this plane of yours,
when enlisted with the severe truthe of reality, par se.
So let us proceed on with the day's work as we are tending on contributing more of the
same in functioning formulae. We like often, in our proceeds of accumulated facts, to be
regonizable in the dearths of hu-man contribution. Let us now politely proceed. I AM LORD
GERMAIN.

ON FIFTH AVENUE DISTINCTLY
Seila, Hatonn present for the taking of supplies as far as Johannesburg, in South West
Africana - State of Refuge. A few flowery words never did do any harm and does, at times,
blend in with the future of Espionage at the highest element, from which unmolten source, I am
undoubtedly attached.
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With the section of Arbaritus intact within the cold crude manufacturing of elements and
Cronkite expense sheets, they have successfully managed, in their elimination of Dextron
Resources, an acclaimed manufacturing element, which indeed contritely "is" within its own
particular element, with undue regards to the co-manufacturing process plants throughout the
Ecuador region, for the sole purpose of their further implementation of coated structural devices
in the form of such implements as: stoves, dryers, fridges and the like, and have previously
engaged themselves in the decoating process of radioactive materials, having cast themselves
in the precarious substantial male role of intricate design-theory-being to decoat and recoat with
radioactive cartel appliance submission waves with depth in character as being the fearful zero
component so frugally used throughout the elemental process. Henceforth, they then, with
myself serving as instructional Major, so to speak, being as overlord of this dirty laundering
process - at the bulkhead of diatal (diethyl?) authority. Perchance the Illuminis, with full
instruction, could indeed once again prove themselves to be most eloquently beneficial in the
activities of furthering the select cause of the undermined, deluded and artificial equinoxal time
warp factor of the abrasion of the 4th house of the most sublime independence.
Kosher, being a word so familiarized among the Jews of tomorrow, will indeed serve to
further portray themselves as being indestructible, both in countenance as well as implemented
appliance of manufacturing indebtedness to the Asian Community as well.
Destruction does not seem to show itself within the unconstitutional realm of oneness or
decisive momentum. But alike all things which tend in their gravitational field of the ethereal
benefactor - in contrite quality - doth hereby succumb to as well as provide the necessary
equivalent of perforated resources permeated within the jurisdiction of Juno and his Cosigns.
Hatonn recording within the precise barriers of Station "B", Hamilton, New Jersey.
U.S.A. for Today has overshadowed the issue by revealing the horrible injunctures placed
upon Israel through the Palestinian power pact of the Resort Station of Hanoi. Section 8
completed. Dexter on the front for his Best West Newsy Broadcast Forecast intricate
consumption. HATONN out. (8:01 pm).

ASTRONOMY BARRED
Sunday, 24th July 1994

5:43 pm

With pen and paper we can ascribe to the journeys through the Universal Tide of the
Equinox.
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The flavour henceforth felt at this time among the misdemeanours through the
misrepresentatives of modern society do somewhat attribute to the design of the ultimate in time
warp diminutive travel through the contours of time - dimensional atmospheric change.
We have often, through the ages of determined study, found ourselves portraying within the
limits of time the value of our heritage with close contact of the people of our choice. Albeit, the
flurry notwithstanding within the contextual glory of the so-called afterlife only further serves as
its appointed time the permediated barrier of Equinoxal Design. Soforth the truthe, as been
sought by those precious few of us, still ranked upon the plane of iniquity, dothe at the time
appointed unto them to serve with true heritage, according to the magnitude of their dimensional
desire, functioning only herewithe and in such great accordance with the context of iniquital
affirmity on behalf of the great restructuring of concurrent applicational factorial equations. On
the furthermost side, our given natures have felt indicative to the appliance of much-felt needed
solar attributes, as not to be made towards a somewhat frugal hindering naturale.
Full compliance in subjection to the dwarfed nature of those present, who loftily cower
toward the magnitude of astronomy, do well to alleviate toward the pronunciation of detrimental
factors so thrown at their source. Astronomy, given at any period of your complex history, is
frugal in its effect and therefore, through no fault of its own, we hereby must determine in our
own knowledge the right of the seceding generational structure of societal barriers on the
consensus of merit.
Adieu and blessing be unto you and the rest in their own particular state of being at this
time. Again, Seila, we do thank and encourage you onward toward the enlightened ranks of
sisterhood prejudiced by the electoral front. GERMAIN out, front and centre established. (6:02
pm).

Monday, 25th July 1994

1:47 pm

Well, Seila, it is to be of a somewhat extraordinary nature of informational data, which brings
us your way once again. In particular, we have encased from the far stages of the Naphite
Resource Centre such as you have never before seen, at least upon this planet centre of
yours. Informational data of this kind is rarely deployed in its entirety for the sole profit of the
National Archives, and once again we do allude for the sole benefit of the mankind of
understanding, in order to gain an infirmity of understanding henceforth for the sole structuring
of the benefiting of mankind - and here I really do not repeat myself, but have laid in for the
documentary of the decade. Hold onto your seats, little ones, for what you are about to hear will
indeed tie your feathers in a knot! Hatonn greets you and lets you know that "he's in for the
day."
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The subject title of this last and final chapter of today's book will be set to read thusly: "The
Last Wormhole of Disaster."

THE LAST WORMHOLE OF DISASTER
The contrite expectations of those in charge, who beset to redeem iniquity in its final stages,
are still those same ones, who in their set of disaster impede upon those same Old-Ones-ofAges-Past, employing their final decoy of implementational devices. Most cleverly construed
and upon the hallmark of the utmost in desirous effects do hereforth prove to interrupt the
sequence of time, alluding to the time warp factor of their most impediable essence of decay.
So cleverly set upon the scene is the sole essence of their futility aspiring to the furthermost
portion of the planet's surface. Now, if you will be so kind for us to continue in the more
profound essence of dictation probable, then we will strive to assume a more appropriate
response to those questions of yours, which will in effect serve the applicational purpose of
decision making in contrary linguistics of the malfactoring community of rogues. Albeit, I myself
will now without further adieu suffice the program's possibility enough to say to each of you that
the status of effigine possibilities are hardly in order where it is positioned within the spectrum of
age old contrivances. Begin now, we must!
Upon entering the Naphite Centre you would find yourself within a large structural centre of
destructional sequential devices. But the rogues among you would inevitably construct within
their appliances the necessary equipment aforesaid once mentioned. The dextricity, which is
the implemental factor of simplicity, stupendous in its gangrenous appeal you would find, serve
their purposes very well. To a heightened degree there has always been found, and within a
desired confine, the echelon of nudity insofar as the ranges of etiquette has preformed its
solutions verbatim.
Conclusive to this particular style of writing, (we) will see the main entries to be set in a
rather unethical style of simplicity, intricate toward the furthermost portion - more of a Davy
Bloomfield apparition.
The Naphite Solutional Statutory Element would oft prove in its superiority to be of a
necessitated sequence in eloquent attire. Ofttimes in my personal affiliation within this great
complex, I have been asked to engage in the promotion of such devices as the Solar Substance
found in the Ecuador Trait, per se, Kuthemine. This particular structural compound of highly
toxic resources rains pure havoc upon the minds of poor unsuspecting mind, and indeed is oft
attributed to the conjuring up of brain malfunctioning fluids. Druids, I suppose, would prove to
be the most likely misdemeanour of the action taken for the support of preserving immortality
intact in their eyes. Even this is a poor solution they had found and contrary to poor subservient
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mankind the druids of today would only further serve in the procreation of substantial
malfunctioning of the latter-day druids of tomorrow. This brings us to a much heightened
influential realm of sorcery structure within the realm of yesteryear. For as with all noble
desires, we ourselves, find that even though the heightened artifact of gangarous
solutions have in the past been portrayed as a detrimental design on authority, WE,
EACH ONE OF US, HAVE CONTRACTED FOR THE HIGHEST AND BEST
IMPLEMENTATION OF DESTRUCTION OF ALL SET (IN OUR COMPUTER BANK) STAGES
OF ONSLAUGHT UPON THOSE BASES AND RESOURCES, WHICH CONTINUOUSLY
SERVE TOWARD THE DESTRUCTION OF ALL OF MANKIND. Proliferated at the seams and where we first hit - nobody knows. Cantankerous - as it may seemingly be of us - (it)
will undoubtedly prove to the worth of the contributors, of which you three are one, to
the CONTINUOUS TEARING DOWN OF STRONGHOLDS before the "Big Bang," and
"Never-Never Land" is found unleashed in its hold on the realms of destructive quality
effulgies.
Break please, Seila, on a necessary basis on my part, for three (minutes).

POCKETS FORMED
The compound of auxiliary forces wherein the crucible is kept informed, is indeed a fast
reward for those higher-up officials of complexity.
James ("Jimmy") Simpson has ofttimes displayed himself to be of a "cheeky" nature toward
those of us in echelon standing (of elitist performance). One rogue after my heart! His
simplicity of design only serves to further his status of "obeyjohn" - a term so often loosely used
within the confines of Secret Conference Halls. It simply means "Begone, old friend,
extermination is a must!" A sickening conclusion, to be sure, but one must at times play along
in order to achieve the greatest effectual source of data, informational at best.
If ye ones are still hanging onto your seats in awaiting of the "big truth", then that is good,
because in the meantime you will have to listen to all in order that you do not miss it. Profanity
is not concluded within the duty roster and is abhorrent to we ones of the Universal Structural
Realms, within which we do prefer at times, when time does indeed allow, to engage ourselves
within.
Conclusive theory suggests that the so-called "heightened awareness" theory of multipersonal druids have sufficiently been enwroughted within the diadem of greatly accelerated
doctrinal perverted theory. Consensive application would possibly suggest that such disciplined
antiquated dialogue-type of linguistic activity used as the primary discourse of apathetic
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disparage is somewhat in the contextual advice, as so given by depalogue entries, have been
duly founded and filed away with the next of the following story.
Harmonious types of activity, concurrent within the style-frame of unethical laboratory
functional authority, doth estimate a number context formula of 1% success story of the retinae
of consumption theorized by the sublime resource studies of theoretically manufactured Data
Sublime.

A HUGELY ENCASED SECRET
And here is the "Big Bang!" Just what do you suspect would be kept so intactly encased
within the Naphine of proliferated activity? It is the dearth of human consumption relative to the
decomposing bodily forms of those sad gaiters distinctly remorse of their unequivocal goodly
surroundings. Heard of the case of the Neanderthal? Again, the dawning of a new age... And
what about those polar ice caps wherewithin so melted? Did you and yours actually perceive
the druids of yesteryear with their mumbo jumbo, secluding themselves from distinctly immoral
societal structure? Think ye of the Naturale Earth Barrier Continuum? Does it really take an
expert in genealogy to figure out the auspices of dictatorial perception? Think! And lest you
find immediate strain on your templates - suffice it to be unto yourselves - the truth of factorial
compliance being found within the ruins of floating ice masses of "protocol excluded",
as whole carcases of families, par se, as determined by we ones and they, your
geological experts, THAT WITHIN THE PERIMETER OF ONE ICE-FILLED TOMB LIES THE
HIERARCHY OF WHAT YOU WOULD DEEM AS PREHISTORIC AGES OF YOUR HISTORY
- FOUND INTACT!

This revelation, we're sure, will most definitely hit upon those soiled pocketbooks of
the symphonic elder-elite, and may it suffice to say, that we have found not one yet alive,
albeit, the bodily functional quality of DNA tissue as well as such underdeveloped brain
tissue furthers their studies with intricate resource intentions as leaving the deductors of
this most crucial information, of which the furthermost top scientists, archaeologists,
methodologists, geologists and genealogists as well as few enough others, do find time
to concur among themselves toward the possible injectures of declining stages of
schizophrenias. "No more need for hospitals," they say, "No more need for unbecoming
societal structure. No more detrimental attacks of anxiety syndrome. These people
would indeed be better off for all society - then next: the PRISON INSTITUTIONS!
"HOW WOULD ANYONE EVEN KNOW WHAT PLANS WE PERFORM? WE TELL
THEM, IT IS SIMPLY FOR THE GOOD OF SOCIETY. 'BRAIN SHRINKING' OF A SORTS,
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YES, BUT GET RID OF THE LEECHES OF SOCIETY. DISTINCTLY TOMORROW. AN
ELEMENT OF MISCONSTRUED MISCONJECTURE. AN ELEMENT OF FAIRNESS TO THE
STRUGGLES OF SOCIETAL STRUCTURE IN WE ONES OF GOMORRAH, DEALING
INTRICATELY WITHIN THE STRUCTURAL CONFINES OF MORAL WRATH. WHAT 'THEY'
DON'T KNOW CAN NOT ONLY NOT HURT THEM, BUT IN EFFECT, WILL ELIMINATE
BODILY POLLUTION AND LOWER THE ECONOMIC STANDARD WHEREBY THEY LIVE."
"Within the crucial stages of embryo inducement to the babes so born within poverty
regulations, it is presumed that this effect will serve to submerge those ones of the
retarding sector, primarily retardation and its due complements, to engage this sort of
detrimental ephology of instrumental success.
"OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS WOULD THEREBY BE RECORDED AS SUCH
THROUGHOUT THOSE HISTORY BOOKS, AND NO ONE WOULD BE ANY THE WISER.
CONSTITUENTS OF GOVERNMENTAL POLICIES WOULD THEREBY LEARN, IN DUE
PROCESS OF TIME, THAT ABORTION IS TRULY ILLEGAL IN EVERY ASPECT OF THE
WORD, WHILE PERFORMING A DIFFERENT TYPE OF EUTHANASIA UPON THEIR
YOUNG.
"LARGE INTERNMENT CAMPS WOULD THEREFORE BE THE ORDER OF THE DAY
AND STOCKHOLM WOULD INDEED PROVIDE US WITH ENOUGH STATISTICAL
RESOURCES TO ENABLE OUR FINAL VICTORY RUN!
"WE HAVE THEM ALL BY THE HEEL OF THEIR SHOES, AND THEN WHEN WE ARE
FINISHED, NOT ONE WILL BE LEFT STANDING IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE GREAT
TRADITIONAL LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE! FOR NOT ONE WILL BE LEFT WITH THE
BRAINS THEY WERE BORN WITH!! ALL WE NEED NOW, FELLOW MEMBERS, IS A
GOOD SOLID FOOT IN THE DOORWAY OF DESIRE - FOR THAT VERY ELEMENT OF
HOPE, SUCCESS STORIES, WANTS, NEEDS AND DESIRES WILL SILENTLY SLIP FROM
WITHIN THEIR GRASP AND BE LOST FOREVER. WITH OUR OWN SOURCE OF MISFITTYPE DRUID PERSONALITIES ABOUND FOR THE OUTWORKING OF OUR SYSTEMATIC
SKETCHES OF TOMORROW - NOT AVAILING THE OUTPOURING OF HEATED WRATH
UPON THOSE POPULACES OF THE WORLD. WE INDEED, DEAR FELLOWS, LEARN
WHAT THE LIFE ESSENCE OF NOBILITY IS TRULY ABOUT. AND THAT, DEAR
FELLOWS, IS US."
Breckenbacher Esq., Congress Room #4. Bellingham, Massachusetts.

EPILOGUE
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This, dear ones, provides the epilogue of today's story, which soon, with the time-span of
this age, being of a climaxing nature, will undoubtedly prove its resource in alerting the
populace of the world. Adieu and thank you, Seila. Record time as being 7:07 pm.

Wednesday, 27th July 1994

3:53 pm

Seila, I have approximately 17 minutes in which to give you this little bit of information. It
has been severed from a statistical report from the Institute Armedia in the Netherlands.
Hatonn. Begin.
The Rothschilds have finally drummed up a rather brilliant success story for themselves.
This one really takes the "cake" of fundamentality! Ready?
The warheads of the British Commonwealth are to be used within Secular Structural
Mobites. And what is that, you ask? Simply this: poor innocent bystanders of varying
degrees will be among those to be subtracted by the Neon wavelength emitting from
within Semi-Structural Design Sub-Atomic Towers, which house these great works of art.
Must run! I have a plane, very fast plane, to catch. Have a good day to yourselves. Adieu
for now. Your friend and comrade. Watch for deployment of troops out of the Archilles Section
"C" on the Star Map. HATONN. (4:02 pm).

Tuesday, 3rd August 1994

2:05 pm

Hatonn tuning in on frequency 52 dimension pattern. The weather is of a rather warm
nature today and has been at a rather drafty but pleasant humidity of 75 degrees plus.
The offshoot of the political enemy has integrated with the political front of the
excavating troop, deployed upon the plains of artillery, north of the border of Poland.
Well, sequential as it may seem, Sananda and his fourth-dimensional troops have
seemingly outweighed the necessitating injuncture of Filament Hierarchy Resource
Fields. Proclamation intended within the proximities of the Eurasian boundaries.
Hatonn bedding down for the night, at last. Frequency shut down. Adieu. Out 2:11 pm.
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Thursday, 4th August 1994

2:00 pm

Good afternoon to you, Seila. Hatonn tapping in on old home frequency in the District.
It was one hullabaloo over there on the mainland! A distinctly unflavourable appetite.
Henceforth, I will never presume to be of a parishioner to the realms of the hierarchial success
of epilogue.
A goodly flavour on context instead, would merit with my appreciation of standards.
However, employed by extracurricular ardency indeed would do naught in its favour to the
benefit of getting well underway this caricature of writing. Good to be home, however. Now, if
you are of the right frame of mind, let us please proceed, Seila. Thank you. Hatonn.
The policies so dictated through the profound warfaring structurized sodium would indeed
benefit to a much greater degree, if our somewhat sundry abstracts would only succumb within
gratified structural alarm system, so affluently clocked within the proximities of the Anaheim
Network of Crookedness Juncturalite.
Rather clouded text of today is simply packaged within borderline efficiency. Please again,
do not concern yourselves upon the true meaning, for it is a dialogue meant for the rather
intricate ears of the "overlords" of my department - J. R. Crownan, as an example.
The Philadelphia triumph is a tragedy, which still undergoes the strictest pressures from
beyond the Watergate Scandal. That, dear friends, in case it has eluded your poor memory,
was a subtle dose in comparison to what you all so aptly, excepting one, have dipped your
handlegrips into this season.
Proclamation destroyed your contoured backbones and instead supplemented you within
the dire proximities of infinity. Beware though, dear comrades, for I have not left off with my
ministering capabilities thus far, nor do I plan such faulty interaction on dubious terms to
continue either within my presence nor without!
Effugene is strictly to retain its fermented quality with regards to the long-lost kept
abstractedness subject to discovery by those few true echelons within your planted base line.
Now, down to the dealings of pressure within the "globetrotter of the century." Concord #2,
still pleases itself to preside within completed co-ordinated boundaries of deluxe manufacturer's
"Royal Babe in Arms." Tactical deployment is not an everyday necessity when it becomes (the)
rather unbecoming factor for the dish of equal proportion. Mail it right into my hand, for I have
always been most privileged to serve from the furthermost encounter with Texistar! Oh you little
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dish of putrid nuances...! You do tend to employ an overwhelming factorite within the essence
of your brief structural diaphragm!

CLOSING REMARKS
All closing instructions to this portion of "Listen To Me, General!" will most aptly fall upon the
haunches of this great overlord. But remain faithful, for we have, intact, already written within
our monologues, the sequel. For life, work and conspiracies seem to be a never ending
attribute to the sojourn upon this poor polluted dextrem of the planet's surface.
Good luck, gentlemen, in all you might strive to accomplish. Just remember that old
Hatonn forewarned you of the gravity of your presumptuous situation. Also be
cautioned: No thing as callous as your instrumental triumphs ever come to an end when
you might expect them to.
Love Hatonn, I AM THE ESSENCE OF YOUR FOOLHARDINESS OF TODAY.
CLOSING REMARKS - CONTAGEOUS
TOMORROW MAY NEVER COME FOR YOU ELITIST MANUFACTURERS OF DOUBT.
MONEY CAN'T BUY YOUR SOUL, COMRADES!
ADIEU. I AM VIOLINIO GERMAIN.

Listen to me, GENERAL!
Vol. 2 of 6 the "Article of Faith" Series

This is the second of a short series of books designed to expose at great length the
character and ploys of the one percentage of population, who do still dare, in these last
few final days, to corrupt with their state-of-being the grave misjustice of
misrepresentation of the mass populace.
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Look closely at their credentials and suffer the text to be within a jurisdiction of an
element of Creation's finery. Written and created by Yours Truly,
THE BROTHERHOOD
These "Article of Faith" books contain in essence

* a last warning to the Elite and their henchmen,
* exposures of little-known elitist activities,
* military "secrets",
* fundamentals of pyramid creation,
* a partial overview of Earth's ancient civilizations and their galactic origin,
* missing "puzzles" to spacecraft engine design
* and more.
The information given was received by Seila while in full consciousness and typed into computer as verbatim
dictational material. Any text in brackets was given by entities with the exception of bracketed single words
designed to tie portions of a sentence together. Highlighting of text and punctuation was done at the discretion
of the Editor, except for chapters dictated by the archangels Gabriel or Raphael.
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